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RAW SUGAR REVIEW, 1U02.-The only change made in duties
during the year has been with the Philippine island sugars,
which have been admitted since March Sth, 1U02, at the rate
of 25)6 reduction from the Dingley Tariff Bill applying to
foreign countries. All foreign sugars have come in during
the year on the basls of 1.685c. for U6° test. 'I'he amount of
sugar imported free of duty has been about 296,000 tons from
the Hawaiian Islands and 82,700 tons from Porto Rico. These
free importations have had no influence, whatever, upon the
price of sugars in the United States, the quantity being small
in proportion to the total amount required for consumption,
The only 'influence upon prices, therefore, has been the quan-
tity of supply and the demand for consumption, 'I'he sup-
plies of the world haying been so much larger than the re-
quirements, say the increased production of 1,2U4,657 tons,
against a. normal increase in world's consumption of about
500,000 tons, nuturally has made a year of decreasing values
during the greater part of the time. '1'11is was forecast in
our review at the dose of !flOl, when we said that the year
1902 should show a decreased average from 1UOl, making
two years of downward trend, after three years of upward
trend. 'I'he review of prices which we now give confirms this
opinion., The veai- 1!l02 opened with Centi-ifugals UQo test at
8~-c. pel' lb. and the downward trend cou tinued by a steady
movement to ;~±(" pel' lb. June 27th.
During JnJy and August the market n-mniued very steady
at about :V~e, per lb. but with September an improvement
began, retlners genemlJy reeogni;r,ing the position as be-ing
one of changing strength on account of the- prospect of a
greatly decreased product ion of bpl't sugnr in Europe and of
the extremely low level to wh ich the market had been de-
pressu-d, much be-low the cost of produr-tion in tlu- islnnd of
Cuba and r-lsewhvre. In other "'01'd~... the pendulum swung
too far in the downwm-d direction even for untnvoi-ahle con-
ditions and begnn to swing in the opposite direction. and a
steady improvement in pi-ices was made from Reptemhpr to
r-lose of the ,YPHI'. wht-u in December :~.!)4{'. was the mru-ket
quora tion f'or spot ('pntrifnp;aJs of !l(j0 test, with tt-ansnctions
1'01' m-i-lvnl on 111(> hnsls of -1<', 1)(')' lb. 'I'h« an'I'a~(' f'or the
r-nrir« ,YPaJ' wa» :t;jJ~(', JJP)' Jh.-\Yi]]p{i S: (J]';)y's Circulur.
----:0:----
"1fuch uucot-ta in ty prt-vn iJs as to tlu- ptTpd of ('1IITp!l i- p)'i('('s
upon E1II'o1'p bee-t sowing» ne-xt s1'd II g'. Oil the basi~; of
roots tit 80 pi'. r-qnu ls l(js. J)1'1' ton, aud without niak i na any
nllowu ncr- fol' iutvrr-st 01' mnoi-t izu tio n. iJ\(' a,'pI'ag'p ('osi- of
pt-odnc-tiou - is 1,J,]('('<1 at Ss, \Yi111 inh']'psi- am} a mm-tizn tion
('hal'g'ps a<1(}('<1 tlu- avpI'al-:'p (~os1 is pslimaip(} at- !ls, in tho
('asp of ]H',,'J\" psiahJishp(} fadm'il's, ,11](} ai f'rom :1(1. to (j(},
1("-'" on 01<1 p~h\hJil;l'('<1 f;u'1m'ips, ",,11 ivh hnv« wi-ittvu 011' pmt
of tlu- c'of;i- of tlu-ir bu ild irurs. nuu-h inorv, 1'1('."
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The Louisiana Planter's Journal gives an account of a
sucessful cane loader, recently invented, which promises to
reduce the cost in this branch of the industry. It says:
"Records kept on the Waubun Plantation show that the load-
ing of cane by hand was accomplished at a cost of 14 cents
per ton, which that of loading with the new machine was
but 6.62 cents pel' ton."
The weather throughout these islands during the past year
has been favorable to the growth of our staple product-
cane, as also to all other vegetation. Except in a few local-
ities, the occasional showers have been sufficiently abundant
with the irrigutlon supplies. 'I'he efforts that are being made
by the Washington government to restore forests by replant-
ing are most commendable. But no efforts can result favora-
bly until some effective restrictions are placed on the wild
animals-cattle, horses, sheep and gouts that: r-oam over the
mountains, destroying' every vestige of growth. 'I'his destruc-
tion has been going for many years, and can only be checked
by the enactment of such legislation as will prove an effectual
remedy. A law allowing any person to k ill any animals
roaming' at large on the government lands-branded 01' un-
branded-is probably the only ettectunl remedy to cure the
evil.
FOl'PSt tl'CPS of every description grow wry rapidly on these
islands, when protected from iujnry by animals roaming
at large.
Reference has been made in the local papr-r-s to the Algeroba
bean aE' food for horses and cattle. \Ye have used these pod"
as feed for both horses and cows for the past ten or fifteen
yeru-s, with the best results. first running the pods through a
straw cutter, which cuts them into small piecee, then mixing'
a pint of ground bai-ley to a pa1il full of pods-and no better
f'eed can be obtained in the market. 'I'hev Jceep animals in
the best condition. with no danger from ovei--entiug. The
crop of Algeroba beans for the past year has. however. been
unnsuu llv light. owing probably to the light rain-fall.
'I'he woathei- for the Y0ar past has been all that could he
desirr-d, and OIl'Sf' islnnds have f'oi-tunn tt-lv boon fl'ep f'rom
any dr-s n-u.-tivo storms SIll'h as hn ve prevn il p'll in f'oi-mor ypa 1'1",
A'!' LAST A IL\l:IW OIL\:\'I;E.-'l'lw Depru-tmcnt or .\/-!:l'i('nl-
turo has fOJ' vom-s 1)('0n il'yin/-!: to produco n new OI'allg'e that
wil l withstnnd 111(' cold wuvr-s tlin t havo dpY:1statpll the groY('s
of F'lru-idn twiet- in tlu- lu st d('('a(l;', as may hI' sor-n In-low:
Hr-i-hort ,T. \Yphhpl' of tlu- dc-pm-tuu-n (- is no", l·p;l(l." to :1lJ·
nounce that he has dovolopod all OI':llJg;e rha t cau be /-!:ro,yn
200 miles fu rfhor nor-th thuu tho v.u-ir-ties h i tlu-i-to commonly
g'l'own in F'lorida. TTl' lias nr-r-munl ished this hy ('I'osf,in/-!: tho
,Tnpanpsl' trif'olinto orn ngo. nn ormnur-utnl 1TP(', with thr- r-om-
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mon varieties successively until a fine fruit capable of endur-
ing extreme cold has been produced,-New York Times.
KBGltO LAlloH.-'I'he proposal to introduce' negroes from
the Southern Stutes into these islands as laborers, has been
advocated abroad, and it is possible that some Congressmen
may fa vor such an experiiuen t. 'I'hir-ty thousand huve been
proposed as a starter, but it is doubtful whether Congress
will sanction such a wild scheme, It has, however, taken
.action against the introduction of Ashrties as contract labor-
,PI'S. If neg-l'oe:,; an- (>H'I' sent here from the Sourlll(~rn Htatt>s
to colonize as laban-i-s. it would be ma inl v f'rorn rh« idl« and
vicious class, without families 01' meunsrto purchase home-
steads, 01' to enable rhein to become quiet and indueu-Ious
citizens. Xo one who knows anything about pluntation lu-
bOl'PI'S of tlu- South, will eYPI' consent to such a. plan llelUg
adopted. \,"hile it- may be true that they are becoming a
redundant and restless populntion, owing to their fecundity.
Hawaii wiil l IWH'J' to k-i-an- any sr-lu-nu- that aims at co lonlz.ing
them liere. Our nnt ive Hawaiians are a different race ontirelv,
and an' ('apable of IH'l'olllinl-!; asshui la ted in all the hl'aneht:s
of modern r-ivillzu riou with .\nglo-Saxons; hut'. with the
negt-oos ur a (,lass-neYel'.
"'p ('all the u ttt-n rion of planters to the al'1'i(,le headed "PI'O-
hal,(> J)eteriol'Hlion of lhe sugm' ('alW plantation. \Yhile our
sugar lands ,u,p less Iin hlt- to (1del'iol'ation ft-om oyer-cropping,
than tlins« of Louisiana, still it is we-ll to i-ouu-mher that.
lands, as well as unimnls rr-qu ir« n-st and frequent fel'1'ili;r,a-
tion. ~ugHl' lands are r-apuble of bping made uuprodut-tive
and «omp.u-utivolv wor-thless by npg]pt't of propel' fel'tilha-
tion. and on the othr-r hand tlll'Y cnn be Improved and n-u-
dt>I'pd 1Il0l'P J)('(J(1ul'1iYe by till' uppllt-a tion of 1"'I1('h fertiJi;r,ers
as ',H'(' rt-qu ired. "'hile must of' Oil!' sllg'al' lands m'p «ouiparn-
tivc-lv new, ypt th« constuut ('J'Oppinl-!; 'of tln-m without 1'111'
appl h-nrjon of fpl,tili;r,el'~ wil] soon show -nIP rt-su lt of Ilpglet'L
in dp('J'('asing' crops: 'I'hr- sllggps1'ion made in tlu- m-tir-l« I'e-
fvt-rr-d to, of ('hallging' from lower tn highpI' lauds. Ol' ('hallg--
ing tlu- F·,'pd, has lx-r-n J)]'adi(,pd lu-r« with good l'pSUItS,
though Ow thst ('J'Op 011 nr-w land dol'S not ulwavs gin' tlu-
n-tm-ns eXIH'('h'd.
----:0:'----
t.oot;isc IU (' II ILl It n.
It is wr-lI SOll1ptillU'S. vvc-u in the hm',ipHl (lays of' l ifr-, to
stop and I'p('nll a ft-w of thr- i nridr-n ts thu t O('('Il!'I'ptl herr- in
fm-mer vt-m-s. tlut t lt-d 10 jlJ'pspn t- ('OI\(1 itious and the JU'OSJI0\,-
it',\" r-njovt-d hy Hawaii. in ('(IIllIlIOn with thr- mother countrv,
to whir-h wr- nJ'P no", so r-Iosr-lv nlliod. A l i ttlo 11101'(' than
fifty yea\'~ ago. a sma ll hand of'tell 01' fif'tr-r-n mr-n 1I10t in 1'h(1
JpI'1l11'P 1'00111 of 1J1l' Hptlu'J ('happJ on King ~t)'ept opposi t«
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the present store of C. Achi, to confer as to whether it were
possible to successfully organize and maintain a society to
encourage and assist those who might desire to engage in
the manufacture of sugar, the importation of live stock and
the development of industrial pursuits in Hawaii. At that
time there were comparatively few foreigners residing here,
scattered oyer the group. 'I'he gold excitement in California
uttractcd many from the Eastern States and Europe to the
Pacific coast, and very naturally some came to these islands
seeking employment, and engaged in various pursuits, making
this their horne, as 'was the case with the writer of these
lines, editor of the Planter's Mon thly. 'I'he need of co-opera-
non was soon felt, and a public Invitation was issued for a
meeting to confer m:o to the best mode of taking action in the
mn ttcr,
"\ pi-oliminnrv uieeting was called by a notice in the Poly-
nosia n newspaper of Apr-il 27, 1850, in which the object was
stated, and those interested were invited to attend. At this
meeting Judge Andrews presided, and several speakers urged
that a soc-iety should be organized to cnrrv out the views of
those pl'e>,pnL H inn v not 1)(' amiss to gin' nle names of
some of those who were present and spoke. Messrs, Stephen
Reynolds, \YilliHlII L. Lee, Dr, Xem·omh. 1>1'.. H. w. \\'ood.
R. X. Castlp, .Josiah Full('I', H. )L \\'hitl1(·Y. E. .Iohnson, R. C.
\Yylip, H. Ar-uisn-ong; ('. H. Bishop, Bpnj. Pitman. nlOS.
Br-own. F. \\'undPllhl1l'g, .v. B. Bail'S. L. L. 'I'orbert. Godfroy,
Rhodes, Gr-o. )f. Rober-tson. Bur of all th« pioneer>' mention-
ed above as muong the parI." and active OI'ganize]'s of the
.\gri('ultul':ll ~o('jety of 1850, nIP wii tor of these linr-s is lw-
l ir-vr-tl to br- tho only OlW now living, so far as he can rccull.
At the fir-st nweting fOJ' organizillg of' this infant sock-tv.
held in HOIIDlulll, "\llgUSt 15·18, 18:)0, .Tudgp \Yilliam T,. Lee
dp1iypl'('(I II1l a(l(I]'ess, fJoO'I1J whir-h 'wp quote a fr-w paragruphs ;
.\nDHESS JlELlYEItEIl l:V wxr. L. LEJ';, ESQ.
"This is no ('OIllIllOIl gat"llpl·illg. 111 a smn ll Islund of' the
Pur-ifh-. which thirtv ypal's ago was lnn-k-d in tho darkness of
h('a rln-n ism nurl s('al'('ply known lo th« most r-i vi lizr-d portions
of t lu- «m-th. ill a r-onu trv whos« uplands W('I'p tlu-n sl nmbor-intr
ill tlu- almost 1I111n'okpIl J'ps1 of agps, and whoso lowlands-
kJH'''' l i tI lr- ('u1l11l'P but that of' th« kn lo pn tr-h. ihpJ'(' has this
<lay nssc-mhlc-rl tlu- plmJl('I' who counts his h nndrods of a('J'ps
of s11ga]' ('allp niul ('of],pp (I'pes-Ihp f'nrmor J'aisillg C:l!'gops
of \'l'gptahlps 1'01' (';tlifoJ'lIia,-an<l jIll' lu-r-dsmnn who gat"lIP]'s
ill his folds a thour-md (·atilp. Indeod this is no e"p]'y dav
a;.:spnlhlagp. \\'ho ill thp <lays of th» disting'lIislH'd discoverer
of illpsp islaJl(ls,-of rh« gl'pal- :11Id g'oo<l Vn nr-uuvr-r. OJ' in
tl](' still ln tvr j'imps of thr- nri-i vnl of tllp .Vmor-lr-nn Mission-
,1]'l('s 011 lll('sl' 111('11 sa\'ag(' shorr-». woulrl han' (1:11'('11 10 nrr--
(lid that in l'l'p yp:I1' of 01Jl' Lord 0111' thousn nrl C'ip:hi hundred
nnrl fifty, thr-r« would gatlH'J' ill thpsp I'nlls of rh« «ru-rh. f'rom
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Europe and from Asia-from North and South America-
from Old England and from New England, such a body as we
now see! \Yllo at. that time would have staked his reputation
on such a prophesy'? Verily, my friends, I hail this assem-
blage with joy ! I hudl it, if it prove successful in the objects
tor which we have come together, as the dawn of a new era
in the lristorv of tlu- Sandwieh Islands. I hail it as an ad-
vancing step towards the thorough civilization of the Hawai-
ian race and the securltvof its national prosperity and inde-
pendence, An advancing step, I say; for great as is the con-
trast presented to us between the present and thirty years
ago, in the view we have just taken, I venture to predict that
those who shall fill our places thirty years hence, will see a
fru- greater one between that time and the year 1850. They
will S('P 0111' va llevs blooming .wi th ('oI'I'PP ;\lId f'ru i t 1Tt'('.s~
our bru-t-en hill-sides waving with luxuriant cane fields-our
worthless pla ins irrigated and fr-uitful. and the gl'ass, huts
now fwatterpd OYl'I' oru- land i-eplaeed by comfortable farm
houses. This is the dav of small things in the agriculture of
the Hawaiian Islands, but bv no means is it a dnv to be de-
spisod. Let us improve it bydoing a work not to b~ forgotten
when we are gone, By forming an institution to be perpet-
uated by it., blessings. and for which the generations to come
will t-emember us with gl,atitllde.
"The llN'essit-y for 1'11(' formation of an Agricultural Asso-
ria{ion in these Islands ,is too obvious to need more than a
word. 'l'he cultlvn toi-s of the soil, scattered as they are from
Kan to \Yaioli, points, wh ir-h owing to the slow and nnr-ei-tain
movements of our inter-island navigation, are more distant
from ea('h other than England and the United States., with
Iittl« «n- no oppor-tuni tv of cornmnnicating with each other,
l ivo hound to theh- fir-Ids, in ignoran('!.' of their «o-workers on
other islands-in iunorrun-e ~f eal'll other-s advnutugos and
their 1wst- svmputhios dwarft-d and dormant. 'I'his is clearly
wr-ouu, and t1\('1'(' «xis.ts an imur-rn tiv« IH'('pf;sity for i-r-f'm-m.
The agl'i('nlt11l'al interests of this gronp stand pre-eminent in
importance, and its Repi-esentntives shoe ld at least meet once
ri year to aid in thou- ju-ouiotiou. '1'0 prosper, the farmers
of this Kingdom 111'('(1 what thov have never had, namely, an
orgnnlzntf on. Ouo wlrir-h f",lJnI1 l))'ing- tlu-m ru-quninterl with
eaehot1lPr's hupt-ovomonts. and means of procuring, securing
and or-onomislnu lahor. Our- wh ic-u shall givp them a com-
mnnitv of fppling-a f.:ing]Pnpss of purpose, and r-oncci-t of
ncrion. Oru- wh ir-h shall sen'(' as a heml-a 1/"('71 ')"c.IIlIlafrd
lu-nrl, hv whic-h their o]lpI'aiions mnv 1)(' gnided, and through
which l-hpy mav spenk as with nIP vnice of one man, To sup-
ply 111psp wants, is our- of t1l(' /.:'1'1':]1 ohjp('j-s of the m-oposod
nf",~o('intiol1, 11' has other obieds not less imnorrant, among
whir-h. HI'p thr- promotion of friendlv and sor-ial inl-erronrse.-
th« mntunl hestowment of nssistnnco and the intr-rchanne of
kind o!li('ps,-thp nwkonirur of fl, spit-it of industrv and f'rn-
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gality; and the diffusion of light and knowledge throughout
the Islands in relation to every branch of agriculture. Nor
is this the end of benefits expected to flow from this assoeia-
tiou. It is intended by the judicious' distribution of premi-
urns, to arouse the people to a laudable ambition in the
g'ro"\vth of finer and larger <TOpS. the introduction of new
seeds, plants, and better agricultural implements, the impor-
tation of new breeds of cattle and the improveuients of those
we have, and the discovery of some means for the effectual
destruciton of the various insects and vermin which at cer-
tain seasons of the year sweep oyer portions of the group like
the locusts of Egypt. destroying every green thing.
'''Of all the occupations of man. agriculture stands first in
importance and second to none in dignity. I would not fol-
low the enol' so common with. public speakers, of attaching
undue importnnco to the. subject under consideration, but I
do fC'el. that in the assertion I have just made, I am upheld
by the nniversnl voir-r- of historv, of the ablest wr-iters on po-
Ii tica l e('onomy. and the observation of everv day life. Agricul-
hue is the original source of all wealth and prosperity. It
supplies 0\11' food and raiment. It gives us life. health and
strength. Us productions f'm-nish the mutei-ial» for the la-
hoi-s of i-lip mnnuf'acturer, and in turn freight the bark of
connuerr-e. In a woi-d. it is the hm:,is of all otlu-r ru-ts-v-the
gl'E'at suhsn-n tnm upon which rests every other interest, in-
dividual and untionnl. It is the most ancient and most sa-
('I'ed of all «mplovment», ,Ye read in the Holy Scriptures.
"-And the' Lord nod planted n gnrden eastward in Eden: and
there he put tho mnn whom hp had formed." "And the Lord
God took t lu- man. and put him into the garden of Eden. to
(fr('8.~ it atul to k<'Cf) it. After the fall of Adam. we read. "The
Lord nod sent him forth from the gardpn of Eden. to till the
[/I'ol/)u7 from 11"7/('11('(' 11(' lras t((7."('II." It is r-loar then, from the
hip:hpst of nll anrhm-itv. the Bible itself, that the great Crea-
tor mndo man a farmer; and that all ofher avor-ntions are
secoudm-v in 1':1Ilk to that of agTi('ultlll'p. Br-ing the first la-
hOI' r-ouunnnded of Heaven i t is tho most dignified. honorable
and imporrnnt. Its senioi-ity and divine origin entitle it not
only to '0111' reverence and rpspprt. hut to our highest consid-
ei-ntion among the ads. of whir-h it is HIP common parent.
From tho day of Ada m to nIP present t ime the culture of
rho soil has lIPId irs high position in everv civilized country.
A mongo rhe I SI'flP1ites it stood firsf in rn nk, wi th the Persians
it was I'pwardpd with iovnl Ln'OI'. 'H!J(1 among tlu- Chinese,
tho most populous. one of the mos-t anrient and in many res-
lW<'1"s fhp mosr r-ivilixod of the na tions of the glolw. it hal' eyer
('OIllUWIHlrd nliko tho ndorntion of th« "Role Guru-dinn of 1:11e
Enrrh." and his foul' hundrod millions of subjects, 'rllP an-
n nnl ('('I'pmonial h~' whir-h tho emneror of Chinn mnnlf'osts his
l'pSpp<'1" for agl'i(·nlt11l'p. is pi-obnhlv fnm i l inr to yon nll. Rur-
ronnrlod by his pt-inr-ipnl officers. h« prostrates himself upon
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the oarth, and invokes the blessing of the God of Heaven up-
on the labors of himself and of his people. As the high priest
of the Empire, he then sacrifices a bullock, and while the
alter is still smoking, he lays aside his imperial robes, puts
his hands to the plough, and opens several furrows over the
whole field. After the Mandarins have followed his example,
presents are distributed to the peasantry, and the festivities
close, to be again renewed when the Emperor comes to sow
the seed. A noble tribute this to one of the noblest pursuits
of man! In no r-ourrtrj.. pet-haps. is the agJ'icultm'p of a nation
so ~,trildngly illustrated. Its crowded population, which has
little or no other SOU1'ee of substance, has pushed, it to the
highest state of perfection, and necessity, eyer f'ertile in in-
vention, has furnished it with means of inducing and perpet-
uating the fprtility of the earth, which to the most enlighten-
od agrirulturists of the present dav is a matter of astonish-
mont. Xor a rod of ~!,'l'01l1l(1 tha t «un Iw mnrk- 1"0 m-od nt-e nil'
the most unimportant crop is suffered to run to waste. The
steepest hill-sides and most precipitous mountains are cut
into terraces and cultivated to their heds-rarried to com-
manding heights. and made to trickle down their barren sides
to ben utifv, em-ir-h. and bless the earth. There alone in all
rhe g-lolw the soil is never lot to rest. From age to age not an
acre of its five millions of S(1U:1l'P miles is permitted to lie
idle, and the same land which for thousands of years has heen
yielding from two to tlll'PP crops annually. is hv a judicious
svstom of manuring mndo to rr-tn ln its pi-lsfine vigor.
'I'hr- rr-von ur- of Chinn. whir-h is estimntr-d ai' upwards of
~1 ;-;0.000.000. consists ('llipfly in m-odur-tions of Ihp soil: and
well may "\p,'l'i('uHlll'(' lip honored. in n In nd whei-« sh(' takes
up its du:""t)" atoms. transrnntcs them into her powerful a lem-
hir-, and pours rhom into its tronsm-v, a sl"]'pam of moulten
phon.
In Egypt-. onr-r- th« ,-p]'y ('pnt!'p of civiliza tion, and oven in
its r-uins the land of wonder to thr- philosopher and ondloss
j'psea)'(,h fo thr- sr-holm-, flp'l'i('l1lll!l'p wa s nn obior-t of spor-in l
devotion. In such ostimntion was if- hr-ld h)' rho Egyptians
thai' thr-v (1ps(,\,ilwl l its illn'lIiit:ll to tilt' (lo(h, ,~lpiilll'(1 ,j'hl' Xilt'
as tho fe),tilizeJ' of the-ir soil: and worshippr-d rh« ox f'or his
SP1'\'i('ps in tho fir-ld. 'I'honuh Eg-ylJl' has P\'(')' hor-n f OJ' fho
most nm-t an m-irl waste r-overod with hnrninu sands. yel' the
ovorflowlnas of tho Nil«. urritr-d with tho industrv of her
Inhnbitnn!s. pfl]'l1('(1 f01' hp]' tho rplJ11i':llion of br-ina tho [?'I'an-
m')' nf nIP \YOI'lI1. Evr-n in he-r lll'PSP]lI' dosoln tinn. hpj' Copts
and "'j'ahs supnlv rhr-ir Turkish mnstoi-s with !!]'ain.
111 (i j'P('('ro. :l P'I'i ('11 l tm:o ,":1 S )1("'P)' I'l)(,],j slw(1 10 rh ro snmr- ('X-
trolli' 1'hlll' H- ,Y:1>: :J1l1011l!' nIl' nihl''' I.!:J'l'aj' Jl:li'ioq<; of nnr-ir-nt
tirnr-s. 'I'h!s wn s nm-tlv owino' i'() nIP sjpj'ilii'Y of hr-r soil. and
in nnrr. 110 doubt. i'o h(,j' llJ'O"I't'lI ri n I!' niP lnhors of j'll(' husband-
11l:111 hv means of slave-s. Sii]] H "':IS hOl101'('(1 hv 1'hp podir
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genius of Her-led, and by the writings and lectures of Xeno-
phen,
'''Rome venerated the plow, and her noblest sons followed
in its furrows. Her pride, her strength, her wealth and chief
glory lay in her agriculture; and from the time of Numa, when
to neglect the cultivation of a farm was an offense punisha-
able by the chastisement of the censor, to the decline of the
Emperor, her senators and magistrates, her most distinguish-
ed statesmen and generals, were often found tilling the soil
with their own hands. Farmers filled the ranks of her invin-
cible legions, and to this fact it is probably owing, that where-
ver Rome carried conquest, instead of burning and devasta-
ting the vanquished countries, she caused them to smile with
the peaceful fruits of the husbandman. The Homan Eagle
'was almost the sure omen of victory, but upon his wings was
borne the promise of human advancement and prosperity.
Good roads were made; property protected; the products, of
the soil increased; towns and cities built; and the conquer-
ed provinces were made to teem with a beauty and luxuri-
ance scarcely second to that of Italy herself. Even at the
present day there is no country that exhibits such a diversity
of culture as Italy, and none, except it be China or Flanders,
that exceeds it in fertility. Weak, distracted and despised
as Italv now is, she preserves in the character of her agricul-
ture. a faint ray of the glOl'y of that splendid empire of which
she was once the cr-nti-«.
"In Cm-thag«, tIH' illustrious i-ivaI of Home. the «ul ti-
vntion of the soil wna one of the chief subjects of attention.
. \griculture was the principal source of her revennes ; and her
great genel'als thought it not beneath their dignity to make
themselves mnstr-r of all its rules, both by study and by prac-
tice, Ru('h wa« th« l'Rtpem ill which :1I.!,Ti(·1l11"l1l'p was held by
the ancients. For nearlv foul' thousand year", it was the
fountain of life and POWPI', to tho most reno~'ned and civilized
nations of olden rimes.
"Through tho dark ag('s agri('ultm'c' ln ngnished. 'I'h« la-
hOI'S of the husbandman were swept awav with the torrent
of blood and ('arnagC' that f'nllowod in fhe train of tho Goth
and Vn ndnl. and d ir-d amid the dr-sola tion of pi-ovlncos, the
gl'oans of slaughtered millions, and the shock of falling em-
ph-e. 'I'here was no incentive for thc fru-mor to sow and plant,
f'or he felt no certn intv that tho hm-vest would not he gath-
ered bv somo newim·ndcr. ,Yith the rovivnl of letters and
the burstina forth of that pure flame of civil and religions
libertv which Sh011C' with such glOl'~' in the Ref'or-mn tion.
AgI'ipulturC', in common with tho othe:: ads, awakened from
her long slnmhr-i-, and ap'ain took up hpj' march of joy and
....ln dness to tho (1C'11l'('SS('<1 nud stnrvinjr nations. FI'oJ11 this
time, tho al't' of hnm-ovuur thp soil nd vnucr-d slowlv hut f.\111'('-
lv, yC'1' it (':111 h:II'(11y ho said to haw' ]'('jaiJl('(l 1'1I(' hpigld it oc-
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cupied in the days of the Romans until the middle of the
eighteenth century. (Continued on Page 45.
----:0:----
LIXKED '1'0 '1'HE MAINLAND.
In common with all living here on these Hawaiian Islands,
we feel an honest pride in the completion of the ocean tele-
graph cable, which now binds Hawaii to Amei-ica in a dose)'
bond than before, though it consists only of copper wires,
which, though they may break, can be replaced, 01' reunited,
as is frequently done on the Atlantic side. Regnrdiug tile
necessity of a cable an American Exchange said, a few
months since: "Look at the Hawaiian Islands, their position
is unique. 'rhey extend oyer several hundred miles of longi-
tude in the middle of the ocean. 'I'here 'is no land within
twentv-oue hundred miles in any direction, 'I'hev coustitute
a ciYiiized people with a high chlss govermnent ; <lnd yet they
arc errtirely cut 01I from telegraphic communication; they
are nern-lv a week awav from the rest of the civilized world.
'I'here is no other example of a. ci vil ized «onnnunitv in such
isolation, .\ Huwaiiun cable was a necessity years ago, and
has been urged on Congress at different times. 'I'hese 'islands
have a new and increased impoitance, as forming a link in
the great trans-Pacific route between tho United t;tah's 'and
the Philippines and China and Japan. Formerly a message was
sent hom Wnshington to the Phill lpines bv mail via London.
requiring fourteen transmissions, and making a circuit of a
large part of the ear-th. Washingtou wishing 'to communicn te
with Mnnila sent its message to New York by land; thence
to Valentia, Ireland. by ca ble; from Ireland to Brighton,
England, by cable and land; thence to Havre, Prance, b~­
cable; hom there to Murseil les by land. 'I'hen it crossed the
Mediterrean by r-uble to Alexandria, Egypt; from there it
travels overland to Ruez, then was repeated to Aden. Arabia.
It made another dive under the Indian Ocean to Bombnv. and
was flashed over-land to Madras ; thenee by water agnin to
Singapore, by the Malayan Peninsular cable ; then by table
to Cor-hin China; thence by cable to Hong Kong. and Ma-
nila bv cable, 'having traveled fourteen thousand miles, and
been transmitted fourteen times. Practlcnllv ninetv pel' cent.
of the money paid for this tt-ansrnisslon was paid to foreign
telegraph and cable companies. It is evident that the cost of
conununicatlon to the Philippines wlll be greatly reduced.
'''he1:l](')' conaidet-od as an agent of dlplomacv or of r-om-
mPI'(·('. 'HS an adjunct of OUI' military sorvlco to guard us from
suddr-n nttnr-k, as an nnxillnry to the weather bureau to an-
nounce approach lng storms. as a protection to the public
hen lth advising' of plagues 01' pestilence. 01' as an important
ally to nIP Isthmus Cn nu l, the Paclflc cable is of the grpatest
impor-tnnr-o and should be under tho ('01l1TOI of tho T'n ited
Stn j'es novernment.
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'I'he greatest ocean depth ever sounded was discovered by the
U. S. Cable ship Nero. The depth of soundings was 5,260
fathoms, or 31,560 feet. 'I'his extreme depth of water was
found oyer a considerable space, which the Nero sounded
round in an endeavor to map ont a route for the cable, It
would be impossible to lay cable oyer this part of the ocean
and steam round it. At this point in the great Pacific
there appears to be a deep valley in the ocean bed. 'I'he
Nero's soundings went 2GO fathoms farther below the surface
than any have eyer gone before. 'fhey have established a
new record of ocean depths that will he of great interest to
geologists and scientists genera l ly, and as both the Atlantic
and Pueitlc oceans have IHHY been surveyed a great deal, it is
not unlikelv that Lieuteuuut Hodge's record will stand as
the limit of oc'('an sonnding for sorne time.
Other recent L'ncific expedi tlous ha ve found remarkably
deep water, Admiral Belknap making soundings that show-
ed much greater depth than has ever been found in the At-
lantic. Iu f ho ('halleng('r «xpedltion bv the British govern-
ment the maximum depth found ill the Atlantic was 27,3GG
feet, in the L'ar-ifi« ;W.O()(). 'in the Indian 18.582 and in the Arctic
9.000. 'I'he N oro's record is 15GO feet deeper than any of these.
Lieu tennnt Hodges named the wonder "Xero Hole." after the
steamer Nero. 'Its bottom is fruther below the surface than
the peak of the highest mounraln in North 01' Routh America
or Em-ope is above it; and only ou« mountain in 01(' ,YOl'W has
height to iuatch its depth.
----:0:----
THE ROOT ROT OP T.lNO.
By T. F. Sl"DG\Y\CK.
I-IISTOJ:Y OF 'l'Al:o.-Taro, bo tun it-nll v known as ro7o('usia
nnt iquoru m. esculcut nm, is a perennial l;lant, 1 to 2 fpC'!: high,
with heart-shaped, pel tn te loaves and large fleshy i-ootstocks,
from which !:lIP poi of OJ(' Hawaiians is" made. In .Iapnu,
China. POI'to Rico and r-lsewhero the tubers al'p coo kod and
used like Irish potatoes and tho young tender leaves are
used as a pot-herb. It is one of the principal food products,
not only of the nann' Hnwn'iiu n, but of many of nil' native
1':l('l"S of the Orient.
.\('('cl·lling' to np(':\Il<1011p tlu- tm-o plant" is a nn tlv« of India.
f'rom which countrv it was rmnsportr-d iiI's!" to ('1',,,] on. RlJllJa-
tra. the )[nla.'" .\I'l"hipplag-o nnrl "Egypl". and 1II0l'P rp('l'lllly to
tho Fiji Islands und Xl'W ?;paland. From Xr-w 7;l':lland it
u ndoubredlv a('('oIllJlallil'd tho pl'PSI'lli" nn tiv« Hawaiian 1':1('('
in if"s mig'!'a tion to ~allloa, 'l'a h iti. and finally t-o Ih('sp Islunds.
"l'lIp plant- lurs hor-n in r-u l tivutinn so long t-hat nll'!'p aJ'l'
nut n.'" r-ul tu ra l ,·;\1'ipti('s.· (1 itl'l'ring- f'rmu (1)1' a nollu-r in size.
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maturity, f'orm and habit of growth, and especially in the
coloring of the flesh of the swollen root or corm, the portion
of the plant which 'is mainly used for food, and the varieties
resulting from cultivntion vha ve become so fixed, that they
now have ueai-Iy the same value as separate species.
In Hawaii there are two dietinet individual strains of taro,
the one with red 01' pink flesh and the other white. Of each
of these strains there are many sub-varieties 01' forms, each
with native names. A list of s-uch varieties 'is given ill
"'1'hrum's Annual for 1888," enumerating twenty-eight in all.
Later lists give as high as forty-five separate fOl'l11S or stra ins
known to the Hawaiian people.
In its habit of growth and the charac tel' of the root, the
Japanese taro is entirely different from the varieties culti-
vated under irrigation in Hawaii. 'I'he Chinese tru-o, Ol' tlie
variety commonly grown by the Chinese, is cul tivated he-
cause it matures. in a short season, but it appears to he more
subject to rot than some others.
'I'aro holds about fourth place among the l':'\.,duetH of Ha-
waii, at least in area of land devoted to its cultivntiou a ud
probably 'also in total value of crop. 'I'he investmeu t in:ml;
growing approximates from $450,000 to $GOO,OO. It is prac-
tically all consumed in Hawaii, the export of turo HUlIl' 01'
"Turoeuu,' amounting to but a H'ry small percentage of the
total crop.
Tnro cultivatlon is exceedinglv profitable, and land suited
to 'its cultlvation, provided it has water rights, bri!lg~. H high
annual rental. 'I'he average rental IWI' aere in the viciui tv
of Honolulu for taro land ranges from $40 to $50. TIl' ,HI'I"
age retail price of poi in Honolulu runges from 2} t;) ;j '"~(-Ilts
pel' pound. One acre will gpnel'ally produce hom j wolve to
fifteen tons, which sells for from $1.73 to $2.30 PPI' hundred
pounds. Land taro, or taro grown without irr-igat io»: makes
excellent poi and does not seem as rendilv affected with the
root rot as tha t grown nuder ilTiga tion,
The land snirnble for the cnl tlvation of the water tnro, the
vat-iorv which is pi-incipnllv grown, is a rich, deep, muck soil,
"bordei-ing the ~-.jI'('amS, 01' occupyi ng the lowest portions of
the va lleys extondlug bad: into the mountains. Laud to be
capable of growing taro must have an nhnudnnt supply of
running water, and it needs also to be VNy r-ich. )fany of
the taro fields now in cult.ivat.ion have lu-r-n pluntr-d in tm-o,
with luu-dlv any I'PSt, for one hundred vears or more. 'I'he
old Hawaiians ;llldprstood the needs of ~l('('asional feJ'(iliziug
and oftr-n allowed their pntchos to go without a crop for (1)(~
season. 'rhey also plu nred ('eI'jain \\'('pds 01' bun-s in the taro
patches, and spaded nuder the gTowth, thus not only gh'ing'
the patr-h a rest, but adding a consideruble amount of organie
matter to the soil.
'1'he nvn iln hle iI'!'igaj('d taro land is nhou r all or-cup ir-d. ']'he
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opening up of new areas for its cultivation would be depen-
dent, either more careful use of the water now a vuilable.
Although taro has been the staple food of the Hawaiians,
it is probable that the demands for it and it~) products will
decreuee rather than increase as time goes by. Taro and
its products wh'ile relished by many of the older white settlers
of tuese islands does not meet with the sallie faVal' among the
newel' population, so the probabilities are that the time will
come within the next one or two generations when a large
share of the taro lands now in cultivation will be planted to
other crops,
CSUAL METHOD 01·' CUL'l'UIm,-'l'aro is cultivated in patches
of varying size, Each patch is surrounded by a dyke contain-
ing openings 'admitting water and allowing its exit. These
vatches are usually extremely irregular and depend on the
eon tour of the land. both as to size and shape. A valley con-
taining one or two square miles will lrave, perhaps, two or
three hundred taro patches or fields, and hardly two of these
will be exactly alike in size or shape.
Before planting the taro the water is allowed to drain off
the fields; the ground is then dug up, or plowed with a rice
plow, and is fertilized with the leaves, stems and trimmings in
the previous crop. In this way the taro rot is perhaps often
transferred to new fields, through the use of the trnmuiugs
of diseased plunte as f'erti lizer, Occasionally stable manure
is used, 01' rarely, a complete fertilizer. These are thoroughly
mixed with the soil.
T,iro is propagated by means of the crown of the plant
with its aceompanying leaf stalks. At the time the Cl'OP is
harvested, the upper portion of the root is cut 01'1' with a knife,
then the leaves thcuisolves are cut off leaving about six
'in('he~'1 of leaf 'Stalk on the crown of the root 'I'hese tops,
culled "lntle""," are either planted in a circle around a little
. mound of did', or in rows across the field. 'rhey are usually
plru-od abont one foot apart. As soon aE' the patch is planted
water is again turne-d on, but only enough is used to keep
the hulos moist until the roots star!'. The putch is not
flooded.
In about a month nf'tor the hulo lrns been planted. the roots
start, and the crown throws out new lea ves, The period of
maturity varies according to the variety, rnng-ing from twelve
ro f'otn-teen mouths 01' more, f'rom the timo the hull' is set
in the ground,
Cul tivntion consists in keeping' the patch clear of weeds
and the soil between the 1'0Ms is sometimes stirred with pick
OJ' shovel, cnre being' taken not to loosen the roots.
"I'he fleshly root OJ' corm does not commence to form until
about eight to ten months after the hule is planted. Until
this time tli« corm is tapering. like a smal l cnrrot ; but as
soon as the crop commences to mature. that is between the
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eighth and twelfth months, the corm rapidly swells and be-
comes oval 01' rounded.
It is customary to keep a constant stream of water passing
over the patch,or where there is a shortage of water to
change it at frequent intervals.
TAIW RO~I.'.-The lowland taro, 01' that which 'is grown en-
tirely under irrigation, suffers a great deal from a disease
known as "taro rot." This rot 'has assumed such proportions
that many taro growers have been compelled to give up the
cultivaoion of this crop and use their lands for rice, bananas
or other crops. In the vicinity of Honolulu, it 'is estimated
that this rot, in average years, causes a loss of half the crop.
Certain districts are apparently free from the disease, but it
has been reported from all of the Islands of the group.
The disease appeal'S' to be of two forms, one of which is due
to soil conditions or lack of drainage. 'I'he other is of a
fungus or bacterial nature and is due in part at least to the
patches when the plants are about two months old, usually
making its appearance on small or poorly nourished hules,
01' on those which are improperly planted. The disease is· en-
tirely local. It may occur in one patch while another pa tch on
the other side of the dyke may be free from it, or it may occur
in the middle or one corner of a patch and not in the other
and the maturitv of the hull'. Hult-s cut from plants which
have not matured fully 'al'e m tlu-t- mor-e likely to be diseased
than those from fully ripened plants. 'I'he rot is also ap-
parently >'llllll'what dependent upon the sta te of cultiva tion
of the soil, 01' its dt-a inuge. 'rite centel' of a taro patch is
usually tit I> IO\H'st and. HIe most pooi-lv dmim-d, and very
often the disease OCCUl'S in the center of '1:1)(' patch while the
taro all m-ound tlu- nuu-g iu is a ppurently heulthv 01' only
slightlv diseased. The diseuse, which c-auses n i-ottiua of the
corm, uppnron tlv sturts f'rom the lower r-nd and works up
through the middle of the root, 'I'he root either becomes '1101-
low at tli« age of four 01' fiv« months, 01' if not inter-ted until
later, the «n tirt- lower por-tion of the «oi-m bor-omes \'ottell.
Disr-ased plants mny Ill' readilv distinguished fro III hea lthv
ones by till' Im-m and gl'nl'l'al appl'al'alH'l' of the lean's. The
whole plant bet-onu-s st nntvd. the Ip'af stalks are shm-tt-m-d,
the leaf hludr-s In-come r-m-lr-d 01' ci-iukled. and instead of be-
ing a <1Pl'jI hpalthy g\'(,l'n are yol lowieh und spotted, If such
a plant is r-ut a('I'OSS with a kn ift- the bundle» 0\' flhrr-s in tho
root will 1)(' f'ound to h« bluckeur-d, awl these- bl.u-k filn-es
can hr- sonu-timos tmr-cd in to t h« bast- of till' loaf stalks,
\Yh('11 the' \'oj- athlt'!;:s th« hule shortly uf'ter planting, it
causes a i-a pid mn tm-ltv rth« ('OI'm insrr-nd 01' retnu in iug t-oni-
(':II in sha p« lip io f'ig-ht 01' rr-n mouths, ('hang('~" to a spltl'\'i('al
or oval shape n t f'nur 01' fiv« months g-I'OWtlt, and unle-ss soon
1I:11'yl's1('(1 Iw('onH's complr-Ir-lv rolton.
It- if; th« jlJ';ldi('p among: tlu: Ch inr-s« tnro gTOW('I'S. :1IHl also
to i'OI\lP «xtr-ut among th« nn tiv« Hawaiians. to I'ohlh' tlu:
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hules, The land and the crop are held to be too valuable to
'waste any time between the crops in allowing a rest. It has
come to be the practice for a grower to take the hules from
one patch and plant them on another patch, the idea being
to change the seed. All of the liules are used, that is, no
choice is made 'in the selection and if a CI'OP is harvested
before maturity from an infected field, hull'S undoubtedly
bearing the germs of the disease are again used for seed.
The disease is rapidly spread by the use of these diseased
hules, the passage of laborers from one patch to another, or
the transfer of the dirt itself from one patch to another; and
perhaps also to a limited extent in the irrigation water, as
the taro patches are arranged in the terrace system, and the
water which has irrigated the higher fields if;. used over and
over again through the whole series.
The losses throughout the Hawaiian Islands due to the
disease' amounts to at least $70,000 pel' annum, and the dis-
ease seems to be on the increase.
The high rental values of the lands, and present methods
of cultivation of taro, work against the adoption of rational
methods of combating the rot, With a Cl'OP which requires
from twelve to fourteen months for its complete maturity,
the cultivator feels that he must IUlYe something growing on
the soil during the ontire term of the lease, and a crop of taro
is no more than harvested before another is planted, some-
times not more than three or four davs Intervening between
theIiarvestlug of the crop and the replanting of the hull'S.
Taro soi ls arc generally marshy and as they are kept con-
stantly submerged they are, SOUl' or acid. Rour soils in gen-
eral are inimical to the growth of many varieties of cultivated
plants, but taro, being a native of swampy regions is well
adapted to cultivation on such lands. Mnrshv or muek soils,
such us are used for this ('rop, 'are extr-emely rich and are
capable of the continuous production of very large crops, but
to do this they must be given propel' treatment.
Rwal1lp~' land 01' lands constantly flooded with water are
nsuallv deficivnt in potash and lime. Potash. phosphoric
add, lime and nitrogen, and a uumber of other elements such
as iron, mnjmesimn, sulphur, etc., are cssentinl to plant
g'l'o,,-th. \Y1\('n thov nre prosent in nbundance in the soil. plant
growth O('('I1\'S with th« gl'pat'<'st ru pldirv. When nne or nuore
of these r-lr-nu-nts i., lar-king. growth is slow 01' the plant
f'n ils to dovvlnp proper-ly. that is. it may han' a one-sided
growth. It may make leaves at the expense of root'. or root
at t he ('XP('lISP of sped. or vice versa.
ROlli' soils which «onta in all pX('PSf; of o!'ganie nvids. mnv
he <,,(j\'l'(,('j('d 01' swcr-tour-rl in two ways. Tho natura1 way is
to stir tli« f,oil and 0I)pn it' up so that 11\(' ail' and su nlight
«nn ad IIPOJI it'. This IlI'O('PSS is goiJlg on ill na ttn-r- whr-revr-r
soi ls H!'I' in TlI'ogTpRS of for-mu riou hilt, lik« most nutm-al pr-o-
('PSS('H, it is slow, 'I'lu- cul tivn tor-, and PHll('cinlly tlu- tun n
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who has paid $50 an acre annual rental for land, cannot
afford to adopt this method, and so to improve the land and
render it lees aeid,artificial fertilizers must be used. The
best of these for correcting soil acidity, or sweetening the
land, is lime. There is a proverb that "Lime makes rich
fathers and poor sons," that is, the liming of lands rapidly
exhausts them unless the process is carried on in a rational
way. The dressing of lime should not beappl'ied oftener than
once in five years. Lime not only corrects any sourness of
the soil, and sour soils are very prevalent, but it improves
the physical condition and makes the potash, phosphoric acid
'and nitrogen in them more available. Many fungus and bnc-
teriul diseases of plants develop at least ~L portion of their
life in the soil and are dependent for their growth on the
sourness 01' sweetness of the soil. Some diseased plants de-
velop more rapidly where lime is present. Othere are entirely
prevented from developing by the presence of lihue.
These taro soils being acid, and having been in cultivation
E'O long as to be almost depleted of soluble plant food, the
best method of combating' the taro rot, which suggested itself,
was to sweeten the soil by the use of lime, and also to add
a fertilizer. A ,wpl! fed plant is like a well fed animal, more
likely to escape disease. Plants having a steady supply of
food f'rmn the tim« growth ('0111111ences, often become re-
slstnnt to disease. The taro Cl'OP is of sufficient value to war-
rant the use of Iime and high grade fertilizers.
EXl'EHnmXTS ox TIm Coxmor, Ole TAIW ROT.-It having
been considered desirable to inaugurate experiments for tilt'
prevention or conti-nlnf the tnro rot, the use of ';1 taro patch
at Ka lihi was secured. 'I'h is taro patch contains about one-
tenth of an acre. \York was begun on it in August, HlOl.
'I'he previous crop had hoen almost an entire failure by reason
of the I\OOt rot. 'I'h« soil was put in propel' condition. that
is, it wn» dug up and five bnri-els of lime, slacked and mixed
with the leaves and root cuttings from 'the previous taro
(TOP, -wel'e tin-ned under. Hnles were chosen from plants
which had been soi-louslv affected with the taro rot.
At the time of plantin'g there was a shortnge of water and
none was applied for one month; the plants were therefore
slow in starting, but whon wel l stru-ted they grew finely and
showed YCI'y little sign of rot. The leaves ill this, plat had a
better color than those in the adjoining plnts,
Rrccorm OF THE: TXYES'!'WATIOXs.-Notes and caref'nl obser-
vations wert' taken throngliout the whole expel'inwnt. begin-
ning "\ ugust 1~, mnt. and closinjr Reptemlwr 1r). tnoe. '1'hp
appearance of i"IIP rot was first recorded on Deeemboi- ~:~. f'om-
months nf'tcr planting. Fi-orn this date a studv of thr- dpy<,l-
opmonr of th« disonso was made. The rapiditv w ifh which it
spread, 'and the apparent 0'0111'ces of contagion wore noted.
Fel'tilizerf' wel'p applipd at such times as the plants seenwd
to nr-od them. 'I'h« nr-tion of the fertilizer was noted aft-PI'
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each application, and at the same time a comparison of the
conditions of the plants in the experimental plat was made
with those of the surrounding patches. Notes 'on the distingu-
ishing characteristtcs of diseased plants were taken.
Observations were made on the methods of irrigation to
determine how they could be improved upon, first, in the
economy of water, ·second in securing uniformity in the use of
water, and third to prevent stagnant water accumulating in
the patches.
SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS IN METHODS OF
CULTURE.
IRRIGATION AND PREPARATION FOR PLANTli'lG.-Much de-
pends upon the proper irrigation of taro. The methods com-
monly employed are neither economical nor judicious. It is
a common practice to let the water enter at one end of the
patch and drain out again through a ditch cut in the same
side of the dyke but at the opposite corner. "Where this sys-
tern is used one side of the patch receives abundant irriga-
tion and complete drainage, while the water stagnates on
fully two-thirds of it. Since taro grows naturally along run-
ning streams, an attempt should be made to reproduce na-
tural conditions in the taro patch. If water is let in at one
corner of the field, it would be better to have the exit diago-
nally across from it, 'and it would be even better to have
more than one entrance and exit through the dyke. Further-
more. the area to be irrigated should be more carefully sur-
veyed according- to the contour of the land.
The plat of ground used for the experiments here reported,
as well IUS most of the adjoining ones, was laid out without
reference to the best use of the water or to complete drain-
age. One corner of the experimental plat was &0 much lower
than the outlet that it was impossible to secure a. circulation
of the water and the dminage of that portion of the plat.
The surface of the patch was covered with knolls and hollows.
To remedv this state of affairs. new outlets 'and inlets were
made in tile experimental plat, and should be made in other
plats which are not arranged to make the best use of the
water. This. change in the experimental plat was made on
February 5. From that date up to the maturity of the crop
it was apparent that the taro grown where the water was
constnntlv changing was the best. 'I'hat which grew in stag-
nant water made little progress. The deep. nndrnined vcorner
of the phd became the seat of all disease, and the plants never
showed as strong growth there as in the more favored por-
tions. A field which is kept constantly covered with water
cannot be properly drained. and as has been prevdouslv stated.
wherever soils are undrained they become acid. giving some of
the rots and 'Other diseases a. better chance for development.
The method of permitting water to circulate is more econo-
mical than the method in common practice and were it fol-
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lowed at least one-fourth more land could be put under cul-
tivation.
IAfter the crop is ripe and has been removed from the land,
the sail should be dug or plowed and left to dry out for :1
month. It can then be puddled and planted.. ThE: hules
should not be covered with water for at least a woek r.fter
planting, and should be left without water longer than that
if they continue to look healthy. When lime is added to the
soil, the dressing should be applied immediately after reruov-
ing the crop. The soil should then be thouroughly mixed and
left bare of a crop for at least a month.
FERTILIZERS.-Most of the fields now used for water-taro
have been in cultivation for many years, and many of them
have not received fertilization for a very long period.
The fact has been established, with other cultivated crops,
that plants grown upon depleted soils are more subject to
disease than those grown on newlands, or on soils which have
been heavily fertilized.
The taro plant feeds i.eavily on phosphoric acid and potash,
and removes large amounts of the elements from the soil.
If the potash and phosphoric acid removed from the field are
not again returned to it, the conditions for the development
and spread of the taro rot are excellent.
"I'he basis of the experiment reported in 'this bulletin was
to get the soil of this purticular taro patch, which had been cui-
tivated to this onc crop continuously for twcnty ycars, into normal
condition. If the fertilizer could have been applied before
the crop was planted, a very much smaller amount would
'have been sufficient, but the Station not having complete con-
'trolof the land, it was not practicable to carry out the work
in the best or most economical manner. In practice it would
be too expensive to use as much fertilizer as was applied in
this instance. In any commercial fertilizer containing either
phosphoric acid or potash, not all of these two elements are
in a soluble or available condition. The experimental field
having been covered with water at the time the fertilizers
were applied, a considerable portion of what which was up-
plied was probably lost in the drainage water. It was noticed
that the effect of the fertilizer was apparent in two or three
patches lying below the one where the experiment was in
progress.
The taro plant does not absorb fei-tll izers from the water
except through its roots, and as its roots are in the soil be-
neath the main body of water, even though a large amount
of soluble fertilizer is added to the irrigation water, only a
comparatively small portion will be absorbed by the mud at
the bottom of the patch and in turn be taken up by the roots.
The fertilizer should be applied before the crop is planted.
Whenever it is considered necessary to add fertilizer during
the growth of the crop. the water should be drained off, the
fertilizer worked into the mud between the rows, and the
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land allowed to stand without water for at least twenty-four
hours.
Lime was applied to the experimental plat at the rate of
four tons per acre. In practice one 'and a half to two tons
would be sufficient, and this amount only 'once in five years.
Lime not only has the property of counteracting soil acidity,
but it also sets free some of the elements of the soil and in
this way is an indirect fertilizer. If lime is thoroughly mixed
with the soil, it would be better if the land could be allowed
to remain free of vegetation for a month after the application
before plantlng the hules. 'While lime makes some elements
more soluble,it also makes others insoluble. This is espe-
ci:ally true in regard to phosphoric acid.
Owing to the constantly running water in the patches, it
is not wise to apply fertilizers after the plants have been set
out, except during the first two 01' three months of their
growth, which 'is the only period during which water can
safely be drained off from the patch for a few days.
After the eighth month, the water must never be drained
off the field for any reason. If it is, rot will set in at once. ,
The best form of nitrogen for taro is apparently ammonium
sulphate, but sodium nitrate may be used. Both nre very
readily soluble in water and are therefore easy of application.
'I'he following table gives the dates on which fertilizers
were applied in the experiments reported above, and also the
amounts used:
FERTILIZERS APPLIED TO TARO.
I
AMOU~T
DATE FBRTILIZER ApPLIED PER ACRE
Aug. 12jLime 4, tons
Oct. 22 Bone Meal.. 750 lbs.
Jan 28'Nitrate of Soda '1250 "
Feb. 11 Complete Fertilizer'500 "
Feb. 11 Nitrate of Soda..... 250 "
Apr. 18 Complete Fertilizer 500 "
June 6 Nitrate of Soda..... 400 "
FERTILIZING CONBTITUENTS.
{
Phos. acid 11 percent soluble.
" .. 11 .. insoluble.
Ammonia 4 "
{




P hosphoric acid 8 ..
I Ammonia 7"Potash 6"
In practice once in every five Scars, from one and one-half
to two tom) of lime pel' acre should be applied immediately
after the crop is harvested, and at least one month before
another is planted. It should be dug into the soil and thor-
oughly incorporated with it. Just before the hules are
planted, the ground should be again dug up 01' plowed, 'and a
complete fertilizer similar in composition to that used An
the experimental plat on February 11, that is, a fertilizer'
containing large amounts of available phosphoric acid and
potash, with a moderate amount of nitrogen.
Nitrogen is the most expensive plant food. It is. the most
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readily utilized by the plant, undIs also most easily lost. It
would not, therefore, be 'advisable to add any cousiderable
amount of nitrogen at this. period before growth 'has com-
menced. Any considerable application of nitrate of soda 01'
amonium sulphate, which would be thrown away if applied be-
fore the hules are planted.
As it 'appears that the field can safely be drained during
the first three months of the growth of the taro, it would be
well to 'apply some form of nitrogen, say six weeks or two
months after the hules are planted, first draining the water
off the field and thoroughly incorporating the fertilizer in the
mud of the taro patch between the rows. From 160 to 180
lbs, nitrate 'Of soda has been found to be the limit which can
be safely applied at one time for most crops.
To recapitulate: The proper method of fertilization would
'be, first, lime immediately after harvesting the crop; then a
complete fertilizer containing from eight to twelve percent
phosphoric acid, six to eight percent potash, and three to six
percent ammonia should be incorporated in the soil before
the hull'S are planted. Then to force growth about 160 lbs,
per acre of nitrate of soda should be applied from two to
three months after the hules are planted, the water having
first been turned off so that the nitrate can be worked into the
soil and placed where it can be used by the growing plants.
Nitrogen is the only fertilizer which can be added with good
effect during the growth of the crop. The lime should be
slacked before it is applied.
SUMMARY.
Plants affected with the rot are easily distinguished in the
field, either by the stunted appearance of the plant, or by
the unusual bluish green 01' yellowish color of the leaves.
The lower portion of the corm and the fine feeding-roots which
anchor the corm in the soil, are rotted away, and if 'an effort
is made to pull up the 'plant it comes very readily.
'I'he first diseased plants in the experimental plat were
found foul' months after planting. but in some of the adjoining
'plats not under supervision, the rot appeared at two months.
The firet hules found to be diseased 'were small and very
badly developed, and were found to have been cut with very
little of the mother taro left, 01' i nplanting they were bent
or not put in deeponough, 01' else they were fonnd in stag-
nant water. By compar-ing the experimental plat with the
adjoining ones it could be readily seen that the fertilizer re-
tarded maturltv. That is, taro grown where no fertilizer had
been applied, had a tendency not only to contract the disease,
but also to mature in .n. verv much shorter season. Some of
fhe adjoining plats which \~'ere not fertilized, had to be har-
vested six months before the proper time, because of the
prevalence of the rot. 'I'hese facts indicate thn t propel' fertili-
zation at the right time, is one of the chief remedies 01' pre-
ventatives of taro rot.
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Practical experiments have shown that taro grows best if
the hulesare planted on virgin soil. In most patches, the
taro grown on the margin of the field is the best, especially
that which is next to the dyke, the soil of which the dyke is
formed probably containing rooreplant food than the mud
at the bottom of the patch. There is also usually better drain-
age immediately adjacent to the dyke than in the center of
the field.
It has been observed that where taro is planted on virgin
soil, or on land which has either been allowed to rest for
three or four months, or has been planted in rice or some
other crop, the plants will remain healthy for several seasons.
The growing of rice on taro land is an effective remedy for
taro rot, giving comparative immunity for two or three years,
but the liming of the soil will be found to be more practica-
ble.
Observations made during the past season indicate that the
disease is carried only to a limited extent by the irrigation
water. The experimental plat was comparatively free from
disease this year, although during the previous season it had
been seriously infected. The next plat below was this year
badly attacked by the rot, but the s-econd plat into which the
water drained was comparatively free h-om it. This local in'
fection demonstrates, that although the soil n.ay be thorough-
ly impregnated with the disease, yet the plants, if they are
pt-inuu-Ily, healthy, ",'ill resi st rot to a greater degree than
if primnrilv weak.
The 'hules used in the experimental plat were chosen from
plants badly infected with the rot, and the fact that a number
of plants with rotten roots were found within the first six
months, would indicate how the disease is spread.
The conditions in the, experimental plat previous to the
beginning of the experiment were the worst that could possi-
bly be obtained in that locality. The crop harvested in 1901
was very badly diseased, and the hules from this crop were
used in the experiment, but with 'all these adverse conditions;
the yield from the exper-imental plat has been greater than in
any similar area in tho Kulihi Distr-ict. being' at: tho rate of iG
tons to the acre. This is much above thcnvei-age.
In the experimental plat the disease appeared first on the
hules which were small and weakly, many of which had been
planted. A diseased nlant matures SOOIWI' than a healthy
one, and may have healthy looking leaves, but they are mostly
dwarfed and mort' or Iess distorted. 'I'he root will develop
and take on the form of an anparently matured root six
months, before H should do so. The taro root rot is apparently
a local disease. .A single diseased plant mav be found among
manv healthv ones. or tllPre mav be a Iimitr-d area in which
ever~ plant 'is infected. .
Tl;e "dispase attacks the plant in two ways, and seems to
present two stages of development. In 011(' ('asp the taro
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root rots from the tip. The decay gradually extends upward
until the whole corm becomes. a soft decayed mass. A root
infected with this soft rot has a peculiar characteristic fetid
odor, something like decayed fish. The other form of the dis-
ease apparently has its source in the center of the corm, or
near the lower end, and the effect is to produce a hard, brown
core. This may be an entirely distinct disease from that com-
monly known as root rot.
A diseased slip will grow better on virgin soil, or soil which
has been planted to other crops, than on 'old taro soil. Har-
vesting taro before its maturity has a tendency to induce dis-
ease. The planting of one variety year after year on the same
patch, tends toa deterioration of the crop. The development
of the rot seems favored bv allowina the water to become stac-
., b b
nant, the taro growing best in running water. In irrigating
the taro patches the water should be made to circulate over
the entire plat. The usual method is to admit the water at
one corner of the patch, 'and to have the outlet on the same
side at the other corner. -As a result the water stagnates over
two-thirds of the field.
Hules which have no eyes are often planted. These are slow
to start and 'are more liable to become diseased. Plants grow-
ing on soil Which has not been sufficiently dug up and cultiv-
ated, produce poor taro.
In applying fertilizer to a taro soil, it should be done be-
fore the taro is planted, and thoroughly mixed with the soil.
The field should then remain unplanted for as long a period
as possible and be ag'ain cultivated before the hules are
planted.
Fertilizers promote the growth both of diseased and healthy
plants. Where there was an excess of lime in certain spots,
a few plants were corroded by it, but there was no disease.
Nitrogen, in the form of ammonium sulphate or of sodium
nitrate is the only fertilizer which can be profitably applied
to taro while it is growing.
COXCLUSIONS.
The conditions IH'('e~"sary to secure a good crop of' taro,
are:
(1) A supply of good hull'S, free f'roru disease.
(2( A patch so laid out as to secure the most economical
use of the irrigation water.
(3) The a.pplica tiou of proper fer-til izers, at the right time.
(4) A constantly running stream of water circulating over
the fields. 01' whr-n this is not possible. a frequent change of
water.
(5) IAn occasional change in the variety of the taro planted.
(6) An entire change of hulos from one patch to another,
or a rotation of crops, using taro land for rice or bananas, at
least two years in ev(>r~' five.
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The Sugar Market.-Willett & Gray in their latest report
state:-" We may say that present quotation for Centrifugals
compares with a year ago at 3 21-32c., showing a gain for the
year of 9-32c. pel' lb., the lowest point having been touched at
3!tc. on June 27th, 1902, and the whole tone and tendency of
the 'sugar world being towards. a higher range of prices in
1903. 'I'he reciprocity treaty with Cuba remains in the hands
of the Senate Committee, over the holidays, but should reo
ceive prompt action thereafter, and come into effect during
January, as we 'have reason to believe that the opposition to
its passage in the Senate gr-ows less and less from day to day,
and will eventually disappear, with only a show of opposi-
tion."
Ozarnlkow's latest report say:-'''fhe fate of the Cuban
Treaty, 'after the reassembling of Congress ou 5th January,
is considered as somewhat uncertain. A convention of beet
sugar growers is to be held in Washington next month, Feb-
ruarjvand it is said that the question of opposition to the
Cuban Treaty will depend mainly upon the result of their
deliberations. It is thought highly probable that they will
not oppose the moderate concession given Cuba by the Treaty,
but should ihey do so they will have the assistance of the
high protectionists who fear any tampering with the Dingley
tariff.
----:0:.----
AGRICULTCR:lI.J IXDCFiTRY IN THE r"NITElJ STATES.
In his annual report, tlu- Se('rt't<lry of Agriculture says. It
is doubtful if the magnitude attained by American farming
interests is generally known. The recent census reveals the
fact that the fixed capital of agiIculture, comprising value of
amounted in 1900 to about $20.000.000.000. 01' four times the
fixed capital invested in manufactures. During that year
there were neru-lv 5,740.00 farms in the United States. cover-
ing an area of 841.000.000 acres. of which 415,000,000 acres
consisted of improved land. TIH:sP farms had a value of $1(;.-
675,000, exclusive of farming implements and Iive stock. He
says. as indicating the importnnco of agricult1ll'e in the United
StMps, it is a striking fad that about 40.000,000. 01' more than
half the total population in 1nOO, resided on farms. Of the
20.000,000 persons comprising the portion of population en-
gaged in gainful occupations, about 10.000.000 01' more than
one-third. were employed in agrir-ultnrnl pursuits. The people
that work upon the farm outnumber by more than 3,000.000
persous. those who are ot-r-upied in mrmnfnctm-lng and mechan-
ical pursuits. In 18nO, according to the census returns, the
product of the Amer-ican agrieul tnre. including farm animals
and other products, had an annual aggregate of nearly $5.000,-
000.000. Some of the crop values that make up this total were
almost stnrtling in their size. The crop of Indian corn. which
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formed the leading .item, had a value of $828,000,000. 'I'he
hay and forage were worth $484,000,000. Wheat, which ranks
next to corn among our cereal crops', gave a return of $370"
000,000, while oats were produced to the value of $217,000"
000. Cotton, the great crop of the Southern States, was
valued at $324,000,000.
As a result of the intelligent application of improved
methods of Aruei-ican agriculture the product of tile hum is
enabling the American farmer to increase the annual export
every year. The products of agriculture form about two-
thirds of the entire export trade. Last year the exports from
the farm amounted to about $860,000,000,
----:0:----
PROB11BLE DETERIORATION OF THB C:1NE PLANT.
In a recent number of your journal I read with interest a
letter under the heading of "Probable Deterioration of the
Cane Plant," which will perhaps be accorded less attention
than it deserves. One of its principal conclus-ions is the neces-
sity of "change of seed" in cane cultivation. This is a ques-
tion referred to incidentally in one of my later letters in which
I cite an incidental evidence of its truth which go'('s as fnr 'in
proof as a single experiment can, as it gave its own confirma-
tion on both sides. In an inter-change of seed between plan-
tations about two miles apart, with apparently similar soil,
where the borrowed seed on each estate was used to complete
a field being planted, each in the new soil gave a result not
only superior to that of the home seed, but also far better
than was obtained on the land where it originated. I began
many years ago to suggest this improvement, led thereto by
observations made upon several old worn out sugar eetates,
that had been planted with seed cane dvi-ived con tinuouslv
from their own soil thirty or forty veal's. I noticed that on
these plantations a few j:ears befor~ thev were finally aban-
doned, a rapid decadence of the cane fields commenced. a fall-
ing off that seemed to be far greater than could be fairly at-
tributed to the gradual pauperization of thp soil, and I began
to look about for some concurrent cause that might oxplain
the inconsistency. 'Non« of these plantations' were under my
control and I could therefore onlv make casual observations.
I suggested an extended use of the cow pea (and even obtained
seed for one of them) supplemented by limo in some form, as
this constltucnt, with humus, are first exhausted in tho kind
of soil being treated. The manngr-r could not rea lize the im-
portanee of the cow pea, but rhr- owner had onr- new field
planted with a well-prepared fprtilizer and stnble manure,
which should have giv('n a wry fnvomblr- I'PsuH. TIl(' im-
provement was not, 1IOWP\,Cl', marl' than half of that whir-l:
was to have been expected, and I atti-ibnted this result to dp-
foctive seed. This opinion was confu-med In ter hy a planting
wit'hout fr-rtiliznt ion. of nnothor sort of cane,
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I suggested, of course, that a trial should be made with
cane from 'another plantation, fertilizating it properly, but
a fall in the price of sugar led to the final abandonment of the
estate before this could be affected. My experience induces
the belief that not infrequently good fertilizers that were
adequate to the needs, of the soil where they were tried, have
change of seed cane.
Some years ago many estates were abandoned In the Island
of Porto Rico, from what was supposed to be a disease of the
cane. A commission was named and a report published, which
was kindly sent me. In reviewing it I endeavored to show
that on these isolated estates where the same seed had been
planted fora very long period, the defect could be remedied
by a change of cane and a subsequent system of proper fer-
tilization. If this had been done when the trouble first ma-de
itself more clearly apparent, these plantations might have
been saved. If I am not misinformed, the correctness of my
opinion has since been verified.
I imagine that in Louisiana it would be advisable to put
this question of change 'of seed to a test, by planting seed
cane from sandy land in that which is more argilaceous and
the reverse. I would even go further and procure cane from
hilly sections to experiment further south.
In Hawaii an exchange from the lower to the higher levels
might be advantageous. as it is, to be supposed that climatic
influences have their full share in this interesting problem.
Thes'e tentative experiments can be made at so little expense
and trouble by putting in a few rows of different seed at the
time of planting anv field. that as a mere matter of curiosity
they seem to be worth while.-Cor. La. Sugar Planter.
----:0:----
PROVISIONA.L METHOD FOR THE DJiJTERJJINA.TION
OF EXTRA.OTTON.
At the first meeting of the Hawaiian Sugar Chemists' As-
sociation held November 24th, 1902. it was the unanimous
opinion of those present that the time was too short to form-
ulate for use during the coming crop methods of analysis
which the Association would care to stamp as "official." It
was thought, 'however, that since the greatest differences
would be found in the method of determining extraction. this
being as well the particular item 'about which there was the
most dissatisfaction, some method for this branch of the work
should be recommended as "provisional."
'1'0 this end, vour Executive Committee sent to each member
engaged in min work it series of questions. the answers to
which it was believed would bring out the details of thr- dif-
ferent methods. Quite complete reports, were received from
nern-lv all to whom the questions were sent. and. as, was ex-
pected. it was found that no two methods were exactly alike.
That the task which vour committee found before it was a
difficult one anyone w'ho has had the oppor-tunitv of review-
ing fhr- methods ,in use here, ran readi lv renllz«,
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T.tle method recommended is not the method ·0£ anyone
chemist, and naturally while it approaches nearly to some of
the methods in use, it differs widely from others. The method,
while in a sense a compromise, is one which your committee be-
lieves will give fairly 'accurate results if carried out as
directed.
That the method will be criticised is to be expected, in fact
criticism is desired; but your committee would suggest that
it will fm·ther the interests of the Association if criticism by
members be made direct to the committee through the Secre-
tary, and that criticism accompanied by figures will carry more
weight than that based merely on theoretical considerations
however plausible.
The essential points in the method recommended are as fol-
lows:
BASIS OF CALCUI,ATION.-The amount of sucrose coming to
the mill in the cane is to be used as the basdsof calculation;
and this amount should be taken as the sum of the sucrose in
the properly weighed "mixed juice" and the sucrose in the
bagasse.
EXTRAC'l'ION.-By extraction is meant the percentage of
sucrose in the cane which is obtained in the mixed juice.
When the term extraction is used in any other sense it should
be so defined.
NORMAL JUICE.-Normal juice is, for the purpose of this
method, defined as the juice from the first mill, or the juice
from the first mill and crusher where a crusher is in use.
CA~m.-Fibre only is to be determined in the cane; and sam-
ples should be taken at least twice a week. Samples ehould
be taken by cutting equal lengths from the top, middle and
bottom, cutting midway between joints, and this portion
divided into two equal parts by splitting, one part being taken
for analysis. The sample should be so taken that the portion
reserved for analysis is between 200 and 300 grams.
The whole sample of cane is first weighed, then finely cut
and treated with cold water for two 'hours changing the water
every -half 'hour; or if preferred placing the sample in a linen
bag and treating with cold running water for the same length
of time. It is then to be digested with water at GO to 70°C.
for one hour, changing the water every 15 minutes, then with
boiling water for one hour, changing every 15 minutes, and
dried to constant weight at 100°C.
JUIcE.-.Juice samples should be taken continuously by some
automatic sampling device, and run into a container in which
has been placed a small quantity of either mercm-ie chloride
or formalin. The density should be taken with a Brix spindle
with thermometer, and correction made for temperature. Be-
fore taking the density the juice should be freed from ail', par-
ticles of trash removed from the top, and sand or dirt allowed
to settle.
For the determination of sucrose the jnice mnv he either
weighed. 01' measured, using lOOc.c. or double the normal
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weight as measured in a sucrose pipette. No more sub-acetate
of lead should be used than is sufficient to effect clarification.
Bone black should not be used. Juice samples should be
analysed every six ·hours.
BAGASsE.-Bagasse should be sampled at the carrier, the
whole amount from one slat being taken, well mixed, and a
portion placed in a closed container. 'fhe sample should be
finely cut as rapidly as possible and the normal weight ex-
tracted with alcohol in a Soxhlet extraction apparatus until
the alcohol shows no more sucrose when tested with a-nap-
thol. The residue dried to constant weight at 100°C. is
weighed as fibre. Bagasse samples should be taken tour times
each day and each sample analysed separately.
SUCROSE IN CAXE.-'rhe sucrose in the cane determined by
the formula
Per cent sucrose in normal juice x f
--------------- Per cent sucrose in cane
100
where f is a variable factor depending on the amount of fibre
in the cane and the extraction on the weight of the cane by
the first mill or the first mill 'and crusher from which the
normal juice is obtained.
The factors are found in the following table where F is the
fibre in the cane and E extraction on the weight of cane by
the first mill or first mill and crusher.
E 9.5 10 110.51 11 111.5 12 112.5113 \13.5 F !
-eo- 83.15 83.00 82.85\82.65
1
82.45 82.25 82.15 82.05 81.95
1
-
61 83.40 83.30 83.05
1
82.90 82.70 82.55 82.45 82.35 82.25
I I I
62 83.70 83.60 83.30 83.20 83.00 82.85 8275 82.65 82 55








165 84.55 84.40 84.20 84.00 83.85183.75 83.65' 83.55 83.45
66 84.75184.601 84.45 843018~.15 8405 83.95183.85 83.751
67 8~.05 84.90 84.75 84.60 84.45 84.35 84.30 84.10 84.00





85.20 85.05 84.90 84.75 84.60 8450i
70 85.95 85.70
185.60








72 86.45 86.30/86.20 86.10 85.95185.80 85.65185.50 85.401
73 86.70 86.55/86.40 86.40 86.251 86.10 85.9~185.80 85.701
74 8700 86..85 86.65 86.70 86.55186.40 86.20 86 10 86.001
75 87.30 87.15 86.90 87.00 86.85186.70 86.55 186.40 86.30
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This table is based on that of Prisen Geerligs published
by him in the "Archie, voorde Java-suikerindustrie." The table
as published included extraction from 65 to 73 and fibre up to
12.5, and this has been enlarged as given above to meet re-
quirements of the work here.
The extraction E is found by determining the fibre in the
bagasse from the first mill, and from the known fibre in the
cane, making the calculation, e.g.
Fibre in cane=l1ji.




100-33.3=66.7 extraction on weight of cane, from which
the factor in this instance is found to be 84.6.
A slight variation in the extraction will be found to have
but slight effect on the per cent of sucrose as thus calculated,
and the extraction will need to be determined only when there
is a change in the cane or set or speed of mill.
EXTRAcTIO)\.-Having determined the per cent sucrose in
the cane, the per cent sucrose in bagasse per 100 cane is de-
termined using the results of analysis of cane and bagasse,
and the extraction calculated in the usual manner.
An example is given below: .
Brix, Sucrose. Purity. Fibre.
Normal Juice , .. 18.00 16.00 88.9
Mixed Juice 15.GO 13.GO 87.5
Cane. . 11.0
Bagasse. . 4.0 48.0
Extraction on weight of cane by first mill found to be GG.7
giving factor 84.6.
16.0 x 84.6
Pel' cent sucrose in cane -- 13.53
100
4x 11
Sucrose in bagasse pel' 100 eane=---- 13.53
48.0




"There the cane is not weighed or where the weights are
not accurate enough to be used, the weight of cane can be
calculated from the known weight and sucrose content of the
juice and the pel' cent sucrose in the cane.
With regard to weighing the [nice. the committee is of the
opinion that weighing is the only method that will do away
with doubts and difl'erences about the amount of sucrose en-
tering nIP hoi lirnr ho ns«: and that th« jnir-r- should he weighed
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on ordinary scales, an equipment of two scales and two tanks
being necessary.
As few mills will be so equipped for the coming crop.members
are expected to apply this method using the weight of juice as
obtained by automatic weights 01' measuring tanks as the
case may be, keeping in mind 'however that the equipment of
the mill with propel' weighing apparatus is necessary for ac-
curate work.
Signed for the Executive Committee,
C. F. ECKART,
J. C. PENNY,
,Po A. G. 1\fESSCHAERT,
A. FRIES,
EDMUND C. SHOREY.
Honolulu, December 16th, 1902.
----:0::----
The nitrogen content is essentially connected with the
amount of humus in the soil. If the nitrogen is low, the humus
is also proportionately low. In all your soils, with one excep-
tion, the humus is below the average that should be found in
red volcanic soils. This ts due originally to the relatively
small rainfall. It is a factor, however, which claims our spec-
ial attention in the treatment of the soils. With the existing
practice in the field of burning off the trash, all the nitrogen
and all the organic or humus-forming matters are blown off
into the air and lost to the soils that are already poor in them.
I have most urgently to repeat every word that has already
been put before the Isis cane farmers. Bear in mind that the
analyses are not personal opinions. They are exact findings ill
the laboratory, and mercilessly exact; and these findings are
endorsing 'all that I have already said.
Before formulating a fertilizer mixture suitable for your
soils, and the cultivation and treatment that should go with
the fertilizer, I will call attention to the soils that are excep-
tions .to the general" rule in your district in the matter of the
content of lime and other elements. When I visited Queens-
land two years ago, and also since my location in the State, I
have repeatedly stated that the cutting down of the wood on
the hill slopes, and putting those slopes into cane would turn
out a mistake. Tbe soils on .these hillsides are naturally very
thin, and, ntter clearing, a few heavy rains soon wash out the
clements and leave them sterile. In the three exceptions of
"POQi', exhausted," hillside soils examined in the laboratory,
the 'lime found is less than one-third of the amount found in
the good level lands, and the potash is also specially low,
Nothing marc needs to be said in these cases. It was a mis-
take toclear those hills and slopes, and not only because the
soils soon become exhausted and sterile, but also because the
forest cover upon those elevations has a special effect upon the
local rainfall and temperature of great advantage.
In the South Isis, where the lands are much more broken up
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into hills and hollows, more examples will be found of sterile
soils. One of my junior assistants, who does all soil sampling,
has just gone over the South Isis lands, taking many samples,
which will be duly analyzed, and exact data obtained. .
From the foregoing it is seen that any manures used on the
North Isis soils must be used chiefly for the nitrogen and
potash they contain, for these are the elements required. Of
manures poor in those elements and rich in phosphates, I have
to repeat what was said to a Mackay Farmers' Association-
"for the cane crop in your soils such manures are not worth
the freights upon them from Sydney.;'
I advise you to use an artificial manure of such a mixture,
and in such quantity as will provide r,() lbs. of nitrogen and 75
lbs. of potash to the acre. Two hundred and fifty pounds of
sulphate of ammonia will give you 50 lbs, of nitrogen per acre.
Also, 500 lbs, of meat works stuff, containing 10 pel' cent of
nitrogen, will furnish 50 lbs, of nitrogen to the acre. I men-
tion these several materials in order that a choice can be made
according to the market price, and convenience of obtaining
them. The nitrogen in sulphate of ammonia is pretty constant
(20 pel' cent), but in meat works manure it can vary from 2 per
cent or 3 pel' cent to 12 per cent or 14 per cent of nitrogen,
which must be known by pnrcliusers, since the value of the
stuff depends chiefly on the nitrogen it contains.
To supply 75 Ibs, of potash to the ac-re, 150 lbs. of sulphate
of potash must be used. In fact, 500 lbs, of meat works ma-
nure containing 10 pel' cent of nitrogen, mixed with 150 lbs. of
sulphate of potash, or muriate of potash, will furnish just
what the analyses state your soils require. Of course, a less
quantity of this mixture to the acre can be used if the farmer'
thinks the prices comes too high.
I must call your attention, however, to the urgent advice I
gave in February in Childers, in the matter of deeper plowing
and subsoiling. Without deep and thorough preparation of the
land before planting and also of the ratoon stoles aft~r the
previous crop is taken off', manures cannot give their besot re-
sults. Moreover, deep cultivation is absolutely necessary in
order to enable the soil to retain moisture, whieh is a first con-
sideration. As I told you, if 1 had to choose between poor
plowing with manures, and deep, thorough plowing and culti-
vation and no manure, I should select the latter; but the com-
bination of the right cultivation with the right manures, with
a reasonable rainfall, willgive the maximum of results.
I also must again urge upon you to try to get all the trash
buried in the ground. As we have seen "burning off" des-
troyed all the nitrogen and humus, the very materials that
your soils are demanding. In addition, and as far as seasons
and oircumetances will help you, I urge you to try for green
crops (beans or peas-say the Mauritius or velvet beans, the
cowpea, or the lupines), and plow in whatever you can get to
grow, I am testing twelve varieties of green crops at the
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Mackay station now, and the results will be to hand in time.
In brief, I have to once more urge the combination of deep thor-
ongh cultivation with the use of the manures (if you use any)
that the analyses have told us your soils require; and may the
heavens come to our aid with seasonable rains once more. I
have, &c. W ALTlm MAXWfJLL.
Dr. Maxwell was then questioned further as to the experi-
mental stations. He said the examination and analysis of
soils had gone on splendidly, and w are advanced farther than
he had expected the work to be at this stage, and as a matter
of fact, the soils in the district of Mackay, and the greatest
part of the more northern districts had been sampled, and very
largely analyzed. Already no fewer than 300 samples, repre-
senting soils taken from 1,500 different fields had been anal-
yzed, or rather, an analysis of them would be completed in
three or foul' months' time. Just now one of his junior ehem-
ists was out in the Bundaberg district, which district included
the locality from Bundaberg to the New South Wales border,
and he was sampling the soils and getting them ready for
thorough examination. "It is not necessary to say to you,"
continued Dr. Maxwell, "that we cannot attend to every local-
ity at once, but that we have to take them according to the
order of convenience and of necessity. However, to put the
thing shortly, the work has gone Oll splendidly, and this is the
more striking because all my young chemists had really to be
trained before we could trust their work. My chief chemist is
a first-rate man. He is a great worker, and is thoroughly ac-
quainted with the work, and with the special methods that I
am using, and he has an excellent knack of dealing with the
young assistants, who have to be, as Lhave said, trained for
the work. l\ly junior assistants, in fact every man in the em-
ploy of the sugar experimental stations, excepting my first
assistant chemists are all Australians, and I make it a great
point, as far as possible, to train up young men of the country
for the work, since, in doing so, we add just flO many well-
equipped men to the good of the State, as they will remain in
the' country. All the assistants have given great satisfaction."
----:0:----
l1USTRALll1 .XLVI) HER PROBLEMS.
By Sir Edmund Barton, P.C., K.C., "M.A.
[Sir Edmund Barton, Premier of the Australian Common-
wealth, also minister of its external affairs, passed through
New York on his way home from the coronation recently.
He is a large man with darkly florid, clean shaven, powerful
face and quick, dark eyes. He bas an accent that sounds Eng-
lish, but his accessibility, directness, simplicity, frankness,
wide sympathies, energy and good-humored optimism irn-
pressed people here as giving him a strong resemblance to the
best among our own public men. Though only fifty-three years
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of age Sir Edmund looks much younger. For a long time he
has been a great force in Australian public life. He was born
in Sydney, New South 'Vales, and got his education in the
public schools there and in Sydney University, from which he
graduated in 187\). Soon afterward he entered the legislative
assembly of New Sonth 'Wales and was Speaker of that body
from 1888 to 1887. He was Attorney-General of New South
"Vales in 188D and also in 1891. When the movement for fed-
eration began Sir Edmund threw himself into it with his ac-
customed vigor and was the leader of the Federal Convention
in 1897-98. He is an ardent protectionist and fully expects that
policy to triumph in his country, where, he holds, it is at pres-
ent necessary in order to build up industries. [The following
account of the first steps of the new Australian Common-
wealth along the path of federation is from an interview with
him.-Editor. ]
Australian federation has been in operation more than a
year now, and so far has run smoothly, though not without
some grumbling from those who declare that the Federal Gov-
ernment is interfering with the powers and privileges of the
six States that coustltute the Federation-Queensland, New
South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, 'Vest Australia and
'I'asruanin.
'I'he priucipal complaint has come from Queensland in re-
gard to the law recently passed to prevent the importation of
Kanaka laborers to work on the sugar plantations there. The
answer to that complaint is that Kanaka cheap labor is not
healthy for Australia and is passing away.
In n-aming the tariff bill now up for passage we have pro-
vided for a duty of £G a ton on cane sugar and £10 a ton on
beet sugar with an excise of £:31)er ton on locally refined sugar,
which is reduced to £1, where the refined sugar is the product
of white labor. This has had such an effect on the sugar men
that at the time I left Austr-alia, six months ago, 1,400 out of
the 2.000 and odd sugar propecties there had registered for
the use of white labor entirely. It is true that such registra-
tions from the extreme north are few, but the total number is
lnrger than was expected and the situation on the whole is
very' sa tisf'actorv.
In other quarters there are in Australia complaints that the
Federal Govomment is assuming more than its constitutional
power and is grinding down the States. But there is no truth
in that, and no torce behind it. It is simply the usual State
rights growling such as has often been heard in America. The
powers and pr-ivileges of the Australian general government
arc all defined by the written constitution-which is working
,vell-f1.11l1 nre similar to those of the general government of
the United S1ah'~.
'I'hose powers are over affairs which in their essence are
national. 01' ill 1'Pgard to which the balance of convenience
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favors reg-Illation by the general government, such as tariff,
defense, shipping: patents, trade-marks, copyright, post office,
telegraph and telephone, lighthouses, census statistics, mar-
riage and divorce. currency, banking, etc. Telegraph and tele-
phone systems in Australia are managed by the general gov-
ernment, while the railroads are run by the States in which
they operate. So far the results of this have been very good,
and the evils which some expected would result from a great
increase of the number of Government and States employes
have not appeared. 'I'here has been 110 attempt on the part of
these men who practically all exercise the suffrage, to com-
bine and capture State and National Governments and man-
age them in their own interest.
The great question now agitating Australia is in regard to
the tariff. The Senate, which has only the power of sugges-
tion and request, has by a narrow major-ity made a large num-
ber of requests for reduction of duties which general senti-
ment considers necessary for the upbuilding of our young in-
dustries. Om's is a young country, and is passing through the
same phase of Industrial development that Canada entered up-
on twenty-five years ago when Sir John A. Macfronald made
his campaign for protection there and put the industries of
that country on their feet. Om industries and the labor they
employ need siiuilar aid at this time, and the tariff law which
has been framed and is now in process of passage, only pro-
vides for protection to those .\ ustru linn Industries which are
natural to the country and substantial.
In comparison with the (milt of the United States the pro-
tection given to Australian industries by the bill now before
our houses is quite small. 'I'he highest range of duties is only
30 pel' cent., and the ~1Yerage-omiUingduties on opium and
spirits-c-not more than 15 pel' cent. Of course the high freight
rates afford udditional protection. '
The prospect is that the bill will puss as drawn or with little
amendment. It is a Govet-nmont mensm-e, and has the general
support of the House of Hellrpsclltatives which has declined to
grant most of the Senate's l'e\ll1l'st::;.
The Senate of Australiu is consfitutc-d the SHIIW as tho Sen-
ate of tho United Stales, and therefore does not always ac-
curately reflect popular feelin!!,.. Each state, large or small,
has six representutivcs ; thus gh'ing' 'I'nsmnniu, with on Jy lSO,-
000 population, as much yoke in the Senate as Xew South
"Vales with 1,GOO,OOO, 'I'her« is no dissatisfaction with this ar-
rangement. Our people believe that equal representation in
the States is better for Federation than representnt ion based
on population would be.
But this has produced a Senate which cortuinly in this in-
stance dol'S not t-epresent the son timent of Australia. in regard
to the tnrilL There is an ulmm-mnl number of free traders in
it who an' mostly from t he smaller States and whose presence
is due to exceptional circumstunces, 'l'Ill'Y are wielding power
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derived from accident, and the next election will probably re-
sult in a change.
. Protection sentiment is growing in Australia. It is becorn-
mg more and more widely recognized that the time has arrived
when we should cease to depend on other nations for goods
thnt wo can easily and profitably make for ourselves. New
South Wales, from which I came, has been free trade, bnt is
progressing toward protection. ,
Our farmers are protectionists as ,1. body because their farms
are mostly situated far back in the interior, physical difficult-
ies have prevented 01' obstructed railroad building, and land
can-iage is arduous and costly, while the bulk of population is
gathered in and around the seaboard cities and without pro-
tection would get most of its agt-icultural produce from over
.seas.
Another great problem with which we are struggling is that
:of irrigation, and a joint irrlgation scheme is afoot for using
the waters of the Murray, our greatest river, to fertilize lands
in New Routh \Vales and Victoria. The Murray forms tbe
boundary of those two States and afterward flows through
South A ustralia. It is to the interest of New South Wales and
Victoria to use the waters of the Murray for irrigation pur-
poses, and it is to the interest of South Australia to use tbe
Murruy for navigation. \ Ve hove to hamionize those interests
and are working to that end.
Just before I left Austrnlla I attended a conference, held on
the border, between rem-esentatives of the various States as a
r-esult of \"hieb each has appointed a hydraulic engineer to a
joint commission on irrigation. These will make an investiga-
tion and report their opinion in regard to the best practicable
system fot- conserving, storing and distributing the Murray's
wa'tcrs without interfering with its navigation. \Ye have good
reason to believe that by means of a svstem of locks and weirs
. it is quite possible to irrigate a very large extent of dry coun-
tl:Y by means of the Murray without injuring its navigability.
Later we will take up the problem of using the waters of the
Darling in a simi lar way. It is a very long river, which during
the ruinv season sends an iunuonse volume of water in to the
Murray"· .
A nother of om- problems is in l'eg:ll'd to f'orestry. \Ye have
planted some trees but not nearly enough of them and cannot
y,~t tell anything a bout results, Along with this tree plant ing,
abo denudation of OUl' timber has been going 011, for Austru-
linn hard woods, being impvrvious to water, are now used all
over the world fol' street paving plllpoHeH. Great hal'III has
1,e(,11 done, uud the waste is still ~oing on, for OUl' national
Government cannot interfere ill the matter and the land own-
ers are in mnnv instances reckless. 'I'he remedv must come
from the common sense of the people. •
We have the labor problem also, the question of keeping up
wages to such a standard as will enable white men to live in
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comfort. Laborers' pas averages about seven shillings a day
all over Australia, but is a little less in Tasmania. Chinamen
can live Oll a few pennies a day, and their labor is discouraged,
for in regard to one thing all Australia is emphatically re-
solved, and that is that the race must be kept pure, and that
necessitates prevention of competition which would degrade
white labor to the level of black and yellow and so bring about
the Intermingling of races. _
Taken OD the whole Australia is doing very well, and it looks
as though we are going to succeed in building up a strong, in-
telligent, active and energetic nation in the Southern Henri-
sphere, In 1880 our population was about 3,000,000, now it is
about 4,000,000. 'I'he immigration is almost entirely from
Great Britain-English, Irish and Scotch-making a homo-
geneous people witl. few eleinentsof discord. Increase from
birth rate has not been up to the mark since lSn3 on account
of hard times discouraging' marriages, but experience shows
that a period of prosperity will soon remedy that.
The ilrea of laud nuder agriculture is fast increasing; we
still eontinue to produce and export wool in large quantities;
we aro gratified to be the butcher shop of the entire British
Empire ; and our wheat fields are coming to the front. Already
we export five bushels of wheat for every eight exported by
Canada, which is good when one considers that wheat growing
in Australia began so recently.
The farms have been suffering from a recent great drought,
and thoro has been much loss of sheep in New South 'Vales,
but news just received declares that heavy rains have fallen
und relieved the situation.
No new startling discoveries nf minerals have been made,
but they are boring for coal near Sydney now, and it is strong-
ly believed to he there. There are fine coal fields on either side
of Melbourne, the seam dipping under the city. The output
of the gold fields in 'Western A ustralin still continues to be
high. Last war it was £T,OOO,Ono.
\Ve have'taken in British 'New Guinea as a tert-itorv, and
ar-e r<>ady for further expansion. New Zealand, which i~ '1,250
miles away from our coutinent. has so far refused to join us,
and as yet shows no signs of yielding.
"'e have no enemies in sight. anywhere, and fear of them Is
not among our troubles. Now aud then some alarmist declares
that in case the British rlcet was overcome we might be at-
tacked, but that danger was always remote, and is~ now still
more so on account of the recent strong drawing together of
(heat Britain and the United States during and since the
Spanish 'Val' and the troubles in China.
Such a friendly understanding between these (WO great na-
Lions is the natural attitude for them, as they are not only
rncia llv akin but lire also the foremost exponents of free gov-
ernmont fwd opponents of that despotism which we find pre-
vailing elsewhere.
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Australia's feeling for Great Britain is one of perfect loyal-
ty. She has always been generously treated by the mother
country, and has never had anything to offset her gratitude,
ouch as the oppression against which the United States revolt-
od, On the other hand, her loyalty, like that of Canada, is not
stimulated by the fa.ct that she has a powerful neighbor south
of our hunginary line against whose aggression she may at
some time need all the protection that the mother country can
possibly give her. Australia's loyalty is, therefore, perhaps
quieter than that of Canada. Nevertheless it is deep, wide-
spread and abiding.--N. Yo Iudep.
----:0:----
SOlL.-The pineapple is a decidedly exacting member of the
vegetable kingdom, insisting upon 'having its wishes and
needs respected and provided for, making no allowance what-
ever for our good Intentions, and well illustrating what Miss
Green wood calls "the cussedness of inanimate objects." The
soil Is of first and most vital importance. The pineapple will
grow upon soil too poor for other products, but this soil must
be light, loose and thoroughly drained.
The consumption of pineapples is increasiug, both 'in Am-
erica, England and European countries. The freight on pines
was formerly very high to England and European countries,
but a reduction has been made, so that the cultivation in the
West Indies has had a marked increase to supply the demand.
",Vhen picked at the right season and well put up in boxed
crates, tlJeyare said to arrive in good condition. The con-
sumption of this fruit in tlJe United States has not increased
to the same extent as In 'Europe. From an article in the
Jamaica Bulletin by Chas. E. Smith, we make some extracts,
regarding the best treatment of the plant and fruit which may
assist any who proposes to engage in its culture of this fruit.
PLAN'l'IXG.-The land being properly prepared and the sue-
kei-s secured-by the way, they should be 12 01' 18 inches long
and selected from healthy plants which have borne 01' are
bearing fruit-we are ready for planting. Opinions differ as
to the best distance, there being arguments in favour of both
wide and close setting. Four years ago I commenced plant-
ing at the usual Florida distance. 22x22 inches then 24x24
24x30 2x2ft., and even 3x4ft. I have gradually been working
back to shorter distancee, and have just set 2,400 at 18x24
inches. I believe 2x2ft. may be considered safe. though much
depends upon the location and vnrietv. In St. 'I'homas-ye-
Vale where the sky is .clouded a grent part of the time and
there is a heavy rainfall, wide planting seems desirable. but in
St. Andrew I prefer close planting, so that the ground may
become quickly shaded to prevent scalding of the roots. Care
should be taken to 'have the plants set in true lines each way.
Many methods of accomplishing this will suggest themselves.
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My own way is to run a base line the width Of "the field at
right angles to the beds; I then stretch a line along each side
of the bed to be planted, staking off these lines at the d1~­
tance I wish to set the suckers in the long rows. I use a strip
to set across the bed, and move this strip 'from stake to stake,
of lx3 board with notches. showing where each plant should
planting the suckers with a small hand trowel.
The handle of the trowel may be used for pressing the
earth firmly about the base of the plant. The only prepara-
tion of the sucker is to strip off the lower leaves, and cut the
broken end clean that it may callous readily.
CULTIVATION.-The cultivation consists in keeping the plants
clean all the time. Remember that the pineapple is an aris-
tocrat which will sulk if required to share its surroundings
with more plebeian plants. In F'lordda, where the soil is prac-
tically barren of plant food, artificial manuring is necessary,
and in the covered pineries about Orlando as much as 3 tons
of highly concentrated fertilizers per acre are used. Again.
the pineapple shows its patrician taetes in that it is decidedly
capricious as to its food. Such organic manures as cotton
seed meal and castor pommace invariably give poor carrying
fruit, though dried blood does not seem to be objectionable as
a test of 193 plots treated with different fertilizing ingredi-
ents and combinations of ingredients carried on by the
Florida Agricultural Experiment Station resulted in favour of
Blood. Bone and Potash. It is also strange that though super-
phosphates made of bone treated with sulphuric acid are not
injurious, yet when the base is of rock phosphate (marine bone
deposits) this is generally regarded as poisonous to the pine.
I may remark. howeyer. that I have never received any return
from the money I have expended for phosphoric acid for this
fruit. Up to the present time, Jama'ica soils do not seem to
require artificial fertilizers while 'in some cases their use seems
to have resulted in actual disaster. It stands to reason, how-
ever, that our soils cannot yield 10 to 20 tons of fruit veal'
attor year without this drain 'needing to be made good in time,
and I am much interested 'in a series. of experiments now be-
ing conducted by the Island Chemist. which may also show
some effect in the carrying qualities of our fruit. .
GATlumnw A~D PACKI~G.-'Yhata sense of satisfaction the
grower feels as, after months of anxiety and labour, bis fruit
approaches maturity and he begins to think that his woefully
one sided ledger account may begin to show a better balanced
appearance! Yet beware the experience of the glass vendor
in "Arabian Nights" whose day dreams had made him Grand
Vizier about to rnarrv tho Princess when a slip of the foot
brought his bright visions and his fragile wares in ruin to the
pavement! "Eternal vigilance" is the price of satisfactory
pineapple sales, and all your hopes may be dashed even now
by careless 01' improper methods. The woeful inefficiency, in-
difference and lack of loyalty on the part of the Jamaica
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labourer makes the unceasing personal attention of the em-
ployer absolutely necessary white the fruit is being gathered
and packed for shipment. It is impossible for me to explain,
save in the field, just when a pine is fit for picking. It varies,
indeed, with the season of the year and the distance it is
expected to carry. One point is vital-the fruit must have
attained its full size. A pine not properly matured will decay
before it ripens, 01' if it ripens it will be a poor apology in
flavour for this luscious fruit. An inch 01' more of the stem
should be left attached to the fruit by which it is hung up to
dry for 24 hours or more when it is ready for packing. .:\.
number of styles of pineapple crates are used, the important
thing being that they should give good ventilation. Until
recently I have used the "Orlando Pineapple Crate" 12 x 20
x 22 inches, holding two layers of 7 to 14 Smooth Caiyenne or
16 to 20 Ripleys. Later experience 'however has assured me
that a single-layer crate is more desirable, as the fruit seems
to carry better. The buyer also pi-efers it, as it enables him
to inspect all the fruit at a glance.
Pines should always be wrapped in something to protect
them from bruising. Some use common )lanila paper, but
this hardly gives the desired protection. I use "Excelsior"
made of fine wood shavings. Clean dry hay 01' straw will
answer. Banana trash well dried is' also used. In the ..Azores,
corn husks stripped fine with a rasp like a large curry comb
is the common packing material. Pines should be packed
firmly that they may not fall about, but should not be jammed
into the box. In packing, the first pine is placed with the but
towards the packer in the lower left hand corner of the box,
the second against it the hut at the upper side of the box,
the crowns overlapping' and so on the buts, and crowns alter-
nating. If the box contains two layers, the first pine of the
second layer goes in the upper left hand corner, the but coming
over the crown of the fruit below it. 'I'hatwo layers will be
just reversed, similar to the method of "breaking joints" as
it is called in orange packing. Stencil the wood "Top" OJI
both top and bottom sides of the crnte that when opened the
. fruit may be seen in laycrs just m', packed. As far as possi-
ble the crowns S110Uld be protected from bruising as they add
greatly to the appearance and selling value. Exercise every
care to make the package neat and attractive, for with fruit
as with people-"first impressions go a long way."
IKsEcTs AXD Drsl':AsEs.-IVhile the pineapple requires, and
repays constant attention and care, yet when compared with
manyothcr plants it cannot he said that it suffers severely
. from insects or diseases.
The only insects which seem to affect ital'e:-mealy bugs,
red spider, and scale. The spider and scalp are ra relv ser-ious.
The mealy bu~ may become so if neglee'ted and will rHIlS('
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serious stunting of the plant and fruit. Infesting as it does
the white portion of the leaves about the body of the plant the
use of sprays is practically unavailing. Much good is done by
dipping' the base of the sucker in a decoction of tobacco stems,
1 pound of tobacco to 2 gallons of water, before planting,
but the only sure treatment is fumigating with hydro-cyanic
acid gas as recently described in a Bulletin issued by worth
a pound of cure."
The diseases or maladies of the pine are :-"blight," "sand-
ing," "spike," and "tangle-root."
"Blight" is a very serious trouble generally ascribed to a
fungus. An acquaintance who was visiting Jamaica last
winter, and 'who lis interested in scientific research in an
amateur way, kindly devoted much time to a study of this
disease, making careful microscopic studies and cultural tests
which demonstrated very clearly that healthy leaves can be
inoculated through the spores of diseased plants, In practice
we have reason to believe that a diseased stock will prove a
centre of infection for surrounding plants. The best course
to pursue is to dig up the plant and burn it immediately, satu-
rating the soil where it stood with a strong solution of cop-
peras. A. plant if taken up and the but trimmed back to
healthy tissues when the wilting is first discovered, may some-
times be saved, but on the whole I think it is wiser to be rid
of it at once. Fortunatelv the disease does not spread rapidly
and may easily be checked by the observant cultivator if
taken in time.
"Sanding" is not so common in Jamaira as in Plot-ida where
the soil is lighter and easily blown into the heart of the
plants. Ants cause much trouble here, however. by carrying
earth into the leaves. but thiE' is an ef'fed. not a cause, and is
due to the presence of the mealy bugsw'hieh the ants try
to protect, being fond of the sweetish secretion with which
they cover the leaves.
I'lHlYe al rendv referred to "Tangle-I'oot." .\ ntliori t les differ
as to its nature but I think that 'in a majoi-itv of eases it is
simply due to poor preparation of 11w land; the roots being
unable to freely enter the earth and so winding about the
but. cause strangnlation as the stuck expends.
V AltIETIER.-l presume that to a majoiitv of people .in
northern countr-ies a pineapple is a pineapple, just as to the
average Jamairan a peac-h is a pour-h. yet tl\(' d iil'ert-n t vm-i-
eties vary greatly in quality, nppern-ancc and merits. I think
on the whole we should he thankful that propagn tot-s have
not been too ambitious in rolling up a long list of names as
has been the rase with orunsrcs. 'I'he F'loi-ida Horticultural
Society tabulates a list of n diffot'eu t val'iPliesof omnges
and that without synonyms. Counting thr- svnonvms. which
somr- entel'jll'isillg mu-sorv 1I\1'll ill Florida insist upon con-
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sidering district varieties, the list swells to something like
110.
It is possible that some of them may be the same under
different names. On the other hand there are some varieties
not included, for example the Trinidad of the Englieu hot
houses is not mentioned. Possibly the compilers considered
it identical with the Porto Rico, an errol' I think, though it
may be a seedling or selection of that variety, nor does the
list include a sub-varlety of the Smooth Cayenne-s-the "Vari-
egated Smooth Cayenne" bearing the same fruit but notice-
able chiefly for its beautiful variegeted leaves, of green, white
and red stripes. But one Ripley is mentioned, whereas in
Jamaica we know that the Red and the Green Ripleys are
very distinct. Still I mention in this connection the curious
fact that a Green Ripley plant often throws out a red sucker
or bears a fruit having a red crown and vice versa.
The Red Spanish I think 'is identical with our Bull-Head,
though I know many will differ with me. Certain it is that
I have often shipped Bull-Heads under the name of "Jamaica
Pines" and my Agents in New York have reported "your Red
Spanish have sold for &c., &c." The Black Jamaica is de-
sirable because of its size. It is also a very fair shipper. The
"Sam Clark" which, of course, is not included dn the list
I 'have quoted, and which, I believe is not known outside of
Jamaiea, has always been an interesting native variety to
me, as I believe it has considerable possibilities. It is of a
good shape packing out nicely, and has a most showy and at-
tractive crown. 'I'o a cultivated taste its flavour is inferior,
and its acid distinctly "raw." If this can be modified by
some generations of 'cultiYation, the variety will prove a~l
acquisition. The Sugar Loaf, as largely grown in Cuba as
here, 'is so badlv affected with "black heart" as to be of little
value for shipping'. '''hile I believe there is a great field in
the selection of our native pines. yet speaking from a purely
commercial point of view, and considering the rapidity with
which the planting of this fruit is being extended in other
countries, I can but fppl that the timo must come in the near
future when only tho choicer var-ieties can find a mru-ket,
The Porto Rico 'was a tone ti me verv popular for open ail'
cu ltivation in Florida. ospecinllv along the East Coast, be-
cause of its Im'ge size'. I had one' in Bog Walk, in this Island,
weighing 14} lbs, Its size. however, is its one and only merit.
It is it shy hearer. req nires double the room of others sorts,
and in qunlitv is no better than our Bull-Head or Black -In-
maicn. I do not think it 'is bciug planted largely now, better
kinds haying succeeded it.
The Abhakn somewhat re.wmhlps a \'('l'y largp red Ripley
though more conir-al nt 11IP base, It: is much above the aver-
agr- size of pines and is of delicious flnvour-i-none finer for
home usc. In dry wea11H'1' it ships YPl'Y wr-Il (though this
is equallv true of nearly nil sorts) hut dui-lng the rains it is
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extremely uncertain. Probably no other pine is :'::'0 productive
of slips.
The Egyptian Queen was at one time the favorite "fancy"
Pine 'in Florida. It was originally the Cleopatra, its present
and better known name evidently the result of a rather shaky
knowledge of Egyptian history. It no longer holds its high
place in the esteem of planters which it once occupied. It
is in every way inferior to our Ripley.
The Smooth Cayenne, everything considered, is to my mind
the pine par eaicellen...ee. Its large size, perfect form, excellent
flavour and beautiful appearance make 'it the King of Pines,
It originated, I believe, in the English Hot Houses, later was
grown in the Azores under glass, but without heat, then car-
ried to F'lorlda where it is the most popular and most profit-
able variety grown under shelter, and is now being success-
fully cultivated lin Jamaica. I must say I 'have seen specimens
here equal in every way to any I have eyer seen elsewhere.
It is specially valuable for the English markets whre size and
beauty of appearance count for even more than flavour.
I should be "carrying coals to Newcastle" to describe our
famous Ripley before a Jamaican audience, Strange to say
it was a failure in Florida-for what reason I do not know
and I hardly recognized it when I came here, In the quality
which pleases the palate, I consider it ranks above the
Cayenne. Surely nothing can be finer than our St. Andrew
Ripley, It is also a good shipper. I have sent it to all parts
of England and had excellent reports ae to its condition on
arrival. I rank it with the Smooth Cayenne as the first
among pines. Its one regretable feature is its small crown.
Its warmest admirers have to admit this one weak point.
Could we but get the :,::,ize, form and crown of the Cayenne,
combined with the flavour of the Ripley, we should have the
ideal, the perfect pine; and in this connection I must express
the deep interest I feel in the experiments in crossing these
two varietles now being carried on at Hope. Seeds have been
obtained from this cross, and the young seedlings were thriv-
ing when I last saw them. I :,::.incerely trust that the hopes
and expectations of the gentlemen who have devoted so much
time and labour to this work may be amply rewarded in the
results.-Jamaica Botanical Bulletin.
----:0:----
To the friends of Agricultural Opcrations at the Hawaiian Isl-
ands:
At a public meeting' of those persons Interested in the pro-
20th, it was unanimously resolved thn t the for-ma tion of an
association for the promotion and improvement of agr-icul-
tural operations and products in these Islands. was highly
desirable: that such and an association would meet with cordial
support from all classes of f'oreigners resident on these Isl-
ands, and would also be encouraged and fostered by the Ha-
waiian Government. It was also voted that all persons in-
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terested in the subject, should be invited to assemble inlt>.
nolulu in the month of August next, for the purpose of organ-
izing such an association, and the undersigned were chosen
a committee to carry out the above design, by appointing a
day for such convention, and addressing a circular to all
persons interested, explaining the objects of the contemplated
association, and inviting their attendance and co-operation
in carrying out these objects.
The importance and almost necessity of an institution like
the one contemplated is too evident to require exposition.
For years past, the agricultural interest of these islands
have been insignificant, and their pursuit unprofitable. Wi'th
an uncertain and distant market-with little or no encourage-
ment, or facilities given to foreign tillers of the soil, without
proper knowledge of that soil, or sufficient capital to experi-
ment upon its capabilities, most of the agricultural enter-
prises have languished or utterly failed. And with the ex-
ception of a few sugar and coffee plantations, the proprie-
tors of which have invested too much capital to be able to
abandon them without heavy loss, and which were still strug-
gling on with doubtful prospects, the whole amount of agri-
cultural operations at these islands consisted in the raising
of fruit and vegetables for the fleet of whaleships that semi-
annually touched here for supplies.
'Within the 'last two years, however, a great and sudden
change has taken place in the prospects of this group. The
extension of the territorv and government of the United
States to the borders of the Pacific. the wonderful discoveries
in California. and the consequent almost instantaneous crea-
tion of a mighty state on "the western front of the American
Union," has, as it were, with the wand of a magician, drawn
this little group into the very focus of civilization and pros-
perity. ,Ye find ourselves suddenly surrounded by intelli-
gent, enterprising neighbors, who call loudly to us to furnish
of OUl' abundance and receive in exchange of theirs. Our
poffee and sugar no longer remain piled in our wru-ehouses,
Our fruits and vegetables no longer decav on the spot where
they were grown. \Ye are not even compelled to seek for
them a market". bnt clamorous purchasers come to our very
£1001'1' and parry off our supplies with an eagerness that has
caused us to feel a scarcity ourselves, and we are nssured
that not only for all these, but for anv other products of the
soil that we will raise. a ready and f ncreasing demand may
be relied on from our entei-prising' neiuhbors. The native
government tOG, impelled by the irreRisrible influence and ex-
ample of the Anglo-Saxon energy and progress, which it sees
in everv dlrecflon. is relaxing its former tenacious grasp on
the amble Ia nds of the Islands. and even inviting and encour-
aging their culfivation by foreign sk lll and capital.
\Vij-h thr8e brilliant nroepr-cts suddenly oponiua to these
Islands, let us inquire how far they are prepared to 1'('11(11'1'
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them avaliable. With every variety of soil, adapted to all the.
productions of the temperate and tropical latitudes, we find
the agricultural operations of these Islands checked and em-
barrassed by the insufficiency of the four great requisites of
capital, experience, proper implements and Iabor.
It is a fact worthy of remark, that, as your commtitee be-
lieve, without a single exception, all the plantations that have
been commenced at the Islands, have been so commenced by
persons possessing neither experience in the businses they
were undertaking, or the requisite capital and knowledge of
the soil, to carry it through to a successful result.
Plantations for the growth or manufacture of sdlk, cotton,
coffee, sugar, &c., have been commenced under such circum-
stances, and their failure, in some instances, is not to be won-
dered at, when we take into consideration such circumstances,
added to the disadvantages of the then isolated position of
this group, almost cut off from communication with the
civilized world, and the knowledge, capital, proper imple-
mente, &c., so readily rendered available at home. Large
sums of money have been thrown away on experiments, which
the experience of persons acquainted with the business would
have enabled them to avoid, and no system of intercourse
between the planters has been established, by which the ex-
perience of one could be rendered available to another. And
these are the great drawbacks from progress now. But
few of our planters. have sufficient capital to enable them to
purchase the services or experience of others, and they are
consequentlv learning; by hard. expensive and slow ex-
.perience themselves, and with few facil'ities of communica-
tion, and some may still be pursuing plans which others have
.found to be f'ruitlees. .
To meet these difficulties, to provide for these wants, to
render the experience of other countries available to this, to
supply by a combined action, facilities and information to all,
which cannot be procured by individuals, to encourage and
foster agricultural operations in every form, is the main ob-
ject of the proposed association. The merchant, the mechan-
ic, the professional man, indeed, all classes of consumers
arc equally interested with the producer, in the prosperity
of this branch of labor. and we hope to have your aid and
YOUl' personal' co-operation in promoting these objects.
It 'is proposed that the association sllall subscribe for the
pr-incipal standard periodicals and newspapers devoted to
agriculture. and if the means of the society allow, an able
editor shall be engaged for an agt-iculturnl magazine to be
published at Honolulu, which shall contain such selections
from these periodicals as shall be most useful or interesting
to the members, and shall also contain original articles and
correspondence. Your committee would also suggest for your
consideration. the property of the establishment of an agri-
cultural warehouse at Honolulu. for the importation and col-
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lection of such kinds of agricultural implements and machin-
ery, plants, seeds, &c., as are most adapted to this soil' and
to the 'laborers employed. The advantages of such an estab-
ishment are obvious to all who have had any experience in
the matter, as most of the dmplements shipped to this mar-
ket by merchants who are unacquainted with 'its wants, are
entirely unadapted to the necessities of the planters. Such
a warehouse could also be a depot for the sale of the pro-
ducts of the various plantations and farms, the proprietors
of which have not special agents at Honolulu.
The improvement of the breed of cattle, horses, swine,
sheep, poultry, &c., 'is another great object of the society.
Stated annual exhibitions could be held, and encouragement
given to farmers and planters, by premiums being awarded
for superior specimens of their products.
Another subject of great importance before this association
is that of Labor. The introduction of Coolie labor from China
to supply the places of the rapidly decreasing native popula-
tion is a question that is already agitated among us, and
should such a step become necessary, the aid of such an asso-
ciation in accomplishing this object would be of great benefit.
All these objects, if left, as heretofore, to individual enter-
prise, would wholly or partially fail for wuut of the necessary
means, but could easily be effected by an organization like
that contemplated.
Having thus stated some of the objects of the proposed
association, your committee most earnestly and cordially in-
vite your presence and co-operation in the accomplishment of
these objects. vVe have appointed as the time most convent-
ent for the planters from other islands to assemble in Hono-
lulu, Monday, the twelfth of August next, for the first meet-
ing for the purpose of organization. Due notice will be given
of the hour and place of meeting.
An address will be delivered on the occasion bv the Han.
VV. L. Lee, and it is hoped that addresses will 1;e made by
other persons. Your committee earnestly request the atten-
dance of all who feel interested in the objects of the meeting.
'I'ho statistics of agricultural operations on thsese islands,
the capacities and nature of the soils, the experience of farm-
ers, planters, grazlers, and others on this group would prove
useful and interesting topics to be 'brought before the meet-
ing.
\~our committee would also request that specimens of the
various products of the islands, such as sugar, coffee. pota-
toes, indigo, arrow root, &c., be sent for exhibition at the
meeting. Animals of superior breed, such as cattle, horses',
sheep, poultry, &c.. might be sent for exhibition, and a public
sale might be made of any such that the owners might wish
to dispose of. A building will be prepared for the reception
of such specimens.
In conclusion your committee would again urge upon your
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attention the importance of the proposed association, A full
attendance of all who are interested in the accompliahment
of the objects of the convention is solicited; as the aid and
countenance of all is needed to secure its success.
Stephen Reynolds, W. Newcomb, J. F. B. Marshall, R. W.
"Tood, W. L. Lee.
----:0:----
(Continued From Page 10.)
"At the present day it has attained to a high degree of im-
provement, and is constantly growing in dignity and impor-
tance. The numerous societies which have been formed for
its promotion in Europe and America have given it an impulse
which seems to promise a progress and development in the
science hardly conceivable. In Germany, France, and other
parts of Continental Europe, schools have been established for
its promotion, and it is receiving <the attention of chemists
and other men of science; but in no country has it reached the
distinction which it possesses in England. British Agricul-
ture, is undoubtedly more scientific and instructive, than any
other in the wor-ld. It is the great interest of that Kingdom,
and one which is watched over with a vigilance that never
sleeps. So great is it, that until very recently it has been able
to shut the door against the admission of foreign bread stuffs,
and by means of its corn laws to create a complete monopoly
of British grain, even 11't the expense of deal' bread to the great
body of the people. The ugricultural interests of (treat Br-it-
ain are in the hands of her nobility, ,the principal landed pro-
prietors of the Kingdom, and the eminence which it has
nt.taiued, is owing in no small dpgree to their exer-tions in the
formation of Boards and Societies for its advancement. Per-
haps no part of the United Kingdom has felt the iufluence of
these societies to a greater degree, and exhibited so rapid an
iutprovement vin agriculture during the last half century a~
:-;eotland, Naturullv one of the most sterile and inhospitable
of countt-iea in soil and cllmute. it has become, under the
hands of her industrious and educated farmers, one of the
most fer-tile and geuerous. The change which has been
wrought in the face of that country within the last fifty years,
is said to be almost miraculous. \Vhole districts, once more
desolute than the mountaine of Hawaii, have been made to
blossom as the rose. The change in England, according to
Macaulay, is hardly less wonderful. Great Britain is estim-
ated to produce annually between 350 and 400 millions of
bushels of grain, and her 'agriculture is not only of vital inter-
est to the twenty-seven millions of inhabitants, whom it feeds,
but a matter of no small moment to the whole civilized world.
Daniel Webstci', that distinguished Ameriean statesmnn and
farmer, remarked marc fhan ten years ago, that, "should HH'!'('
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be a frost in England fifteen days later than usual,-should
there be an unreasonable drought or ten cold or wet days,
instead of ten warm or dry ones, when the harvest should be
reaped, every exchange in Europe and America felt ,the COIl·
sequence of it." The truth of the remark has been fearfully
demonstrated by the potato rot of Ireland. 'I'he decay of a
eingle vegetable has been thestarvation of thousands, and has
agitated to its remotest extremeties the com mere and business
agitated to its remotest extremeties the commerce and business
produces almost as great a sensation in the United States as
in England itself; for the vacuum produced, must be supplied
mainly by the surplus products of America. It is well known
that within the last few years, owing to the failure of crops in
Great Britain, the United Sta'tes has transported an immense
amount of agricultural products to her shores, feeding the
starving' with her bounty, and realizing enormous profits from
her sales.
"In the United States the agricultural interest has always
been in the ascendancy: and herfarmIiouses have ever been
the nurseries of her best and most distinguishd citizene, Irorn
the days of the immortal farmer of Mount 'Vernon, down t.
those of the 'honored husbandmen of Marshfield and of .c\.!'JI
land-of Lindenwald and of North Bend. Five-sixths of her
entire population are said to be engaged in the labors of nw
field, and the products of her soil for the last year have been
estimnted at upwards of 1000 millions of dollars. It if' true
that agriculture has not attained to that perfection in the
United States which it has reached in England, but this is
owing not to any want of effort in its promotion, but rath('r, if
I may so speak, to the W'lIIt of nccessit,lf. In the Uni rvd Statl's
eV('I'y man mav become the proprietor of a large esta te, which
he need only half till to be independent of want. In England
it is far different. 'I'here no soil must lip i,i](~ or be partially
tilled; for upon his little field depends not only t1l\, farnwl"s
subsistence. but his ability to meet his rent. A 1111:'rica11 ag:I'i-
culture has the sweep of almos-t endless territory, and knows
no limits but the demands for its products, The fru-mer of
Amet-ica mav almost ~Ia:,--
":Ko pent up Utica contracts our powers,
For the whole boundless Continent is OlH'S.
"TI~p impoi-tunce of ngt-icu lture and fhe nccessitv for its en-
couragr-ment as a means of national prosperity must be
obvious to all. The cul ture of the soil lies at -the bottom of
all culture, mental, moral and physical. In everv country has
it been coeval and inseparably connected with «iviliznlion.
The dawn of one is the birth of the other. Check one and the
other langulshes ; divide them, and both die. It is an axiom
of history too plain to admit the question, that until the
savag(' abandons his roaming, hunting and fishing, and laying
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aside his vagrant habits, confines himself to some fixed abode
and improves the soil, he can never become a civilized being.
Like every other wild animal, before man can, be tamed or
civilized, if you please, you muet confine him ,to some local
habitation and gather around him the attachments of place
and home. I repeat what I have already said that it is agri-
culture that civilizes a nation-it is agriculture that feeds a
nation-it is agriculture that clothes a nation, and it cannot
be denied, that which civilizes, feeds, and clothes us, must be
regarded as the chief pillar in the temple of national pros-
perity,
"England, great as she is in her manufactures, and justly
proud as she is of that commerce whose giant arms bind the
globe in her embrace, would be weak indeed, if deprived of
the jn-oductive power of her soil. Agriculture is the body
of which manufactures and commerce are but the members,
Both the latter may be lopped off without destruction to the
former ; but touch the heart of agriculture and it is death to
nll. As in England, so is it in the United States. She looks
to the surplus products of her soil to furnish materials for her
Lowells and her Manchesters, and commodities to freight her
ships for trade with foreign countries. So is jot in every great
counti-v ; and so, if we would prosper, must it be here. Until
we produce more than we consume,-untilour surplus pro-
duce afford an export exceeding what we import, we can make
no advance in wealth 01' prosperltv. In all countries the pro-
duets of the earth, and the animals it sustains form the main
reliance of the state. Minesof gold and silver richer than
those of California may fail, or the poor digger starve while
groaning under the weight of his hard earned treasure, but
the well cultivated field and abundant 'harvestare an exhaust-
less mine, and are eure to close the door against want. and
fill the hind wth comfort and plenty.
"I have said it is not only the source of physical but of
moral health to a nation, So it is. In every country where
man is not reduced to a. slave, those engaged in rural labors
are the most moral and religious. It is natural it should be
so. 'I'he husbundman, removed from the giddy pleasures and
vice» of the {own, sows and plants, and looks up to God to
bless the labor of his hands. 'For all his peculiar blessings
he is invited to look immediately to the bounty of Heaven.
No secondurv cause stands between him and his Maker. 'I'o
him are ess~ntial the regular successions. of the season, the
timclv fall of the rain, the genial warmth of the SUI1, the sure
productiveness of the soil, and the certain operations of those
laws of nature which must appeal' to him to be nothing less
than the varied exertions of omnipresent energy. In the coun-
tl'y we seem to E'.tand in the midst of the great theater of God's
power, and we feel n n unusual proximity to our Creator.'
"1':11'11I('1'15, and by 'this terlll I do not nW:lII the serfs of
Russin-c-tho Yassals' of an absent lord, or tlu- hired laborers of
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a great planter, but those who own a portion of the soil and
till it, are' of all classes the most moral, contented and inde-
pendent. They love order and peace and are not willing to
jeopardize all the 'comforts and enjoyments that cluster
around their rural homes, by promoting popular tumult.
"In my opinion agriculture is a matter which has been too
much overlooked in the Sandwich Islands. That so little has
been done towards its promotion, is, at the first glance, a
matter of astonishment to all. But when we strike beneath
the surface of things, and examine the tenure by which the
people have held their lands, and the li'ttle protection they
have had for the products of those lands, our wander vanishes.
Until within the last year the Hawaiian held his land as a
mere tenant 'at sufferance, subject to be dispossessed at 'any
time it might suit the will or caprice of his chief or that of his
oppressive luna. Of what avail was it to <the common people
to mise more than enough to supply the immediate wants of
their aubsistence? Would the surplus belong to them, or af-
ford the means of future independence? Far from it. It
would go to add to the stores of their despotic lords who
claimed an absolute right in all their property, and who peri-
odically sent forth their hordes of lunas to scour the country
and plunder the people without the shadow of right 01' mercy,
Often did these ravagei-s-i-these Lantl Pirates, leave the poor
mataiain« with little else than hie maro, his digger and his
calabash: 'With such a tenure to their lands, and with such
protection continued in our next 01' rather want of protection
for thier products, what could be expected of agri-
culture 01' the people? I thank God that these things are at
an end, and that the poor kanaka may now stand on the border
of his little kalo patch, and holding his fee simple patent in
his hand, bid defiance to the world! Yee, I thank God that he
has moved the hearts of the King and Chiefs of these islands
to let the oppressed be free! 'I'he granting of Royal Patents
in fee simple to <tIle common people f'or their lands is the
brightest jewel that adorns the crown of Kamehameha III"
and will shine with increasing lustre long after his body ~~<ha]]
have moulded to its mother earth!
"The agricultural prosperitv of a country is greatly depen-
dent upon its landed tenures; and it has been justly remarked,
that 'give a man a barren rock in fee simple, and he will soon
make it a garden; give him a gal'den with an insecure title
and he will soon convert it into a desert.' 'I'he social and
political condition of a «ounn-v also depends in no small meas-
ure upon its landed 'teuures. 80 true is this, that when we
seek to know the stnte of a nation, one of the most important
questions to be asked is, R~' what title do the people hold their
lands? Let the peasant hold his land at ~JlC will of another,
and he is a serf; gin· it to him in fee simple, 'and be if!' a
man!-an independent, a 1)('11el', a more-useful man,"
('1'0 HI: Continucd.)
